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ABSTRACT
The paper is divided into three sections. The first is an
introduction. The second presents a comprehensive historical review
of theories explaining the origin of the Solar System.
Part three introduces the concept of gravitational torques
and eddy transfer of angular momentum in a hypothetical model of a
solar nebula. It is found that if a spiral asymmetry to the mass
distribution is present, the gravitational torques of particles outside
an imaginary radial wall, on those inside, tends to draw angular mo-
mentum radially outward. The eddy transport of angular momentum for
the same distribution is inward, but seems to be less, however, within
an order of magnitude of the gravitational torques.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The origin of the Solar System is a natural extension of the
history of man and his environment. As such, it has been of interest
to natural scientists since its recognition as a semi-closed system.
The details of its birth, however, are obscured by time. Attempts to
relate its beginning to similar phenomena occurring now in our galaxy
have been nullified by distance. Speculation based upon physical
insight, probability, and mathematical analysis have been and remain
the chief means of unraveling the mystery of its origin.
The purpose of this paper is two fold. Firstly, it is to re-
view the most important ideas published on planetary evolution since
Copernicus. Particular emphasis will be placed upon their explanations
of the present distribution of angular momentum within the system. Not
all theories will be presented in the same detail. A particular school
of thought will be explored by presenting rather completely the ideas of
its foremost proponent. Only significant modifications by other members
of the same school will then be discussed.
Secondly, its purpose is to introduce certain ideas of momentum
flux due to gravitational torques and advective processes in a hypotheti-
cal spiral nebula. It is hoped that these latter processes will shed
light on a possible mechanism for angular momentum transfer during
the early formative years of the solar system.
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2. REVIEW OF IMPORTANT SOLAR SYSTEM COSMOGONIES.
The acceptance of the heliocentric view of our planetary
family, as proposed by Copernicus in 1543, presented the problem of
how such a system could evolve. Any theory must explain several readily
observable features. For instance, why do all the planetary orbits
approach a common plane? Why does the sun, the planets, and most of
the planetary satellites rotate with the same directional sense? And
why are there nine major planets and not, say, one thousand small ones
or one large one?
Equally important as the regularities to explain are the pe-
culiarities of the Solar System. What is the origin of Saturn's rings?
What is the significance of the asteroid belt? And, what does the pre-
sent distribution of angular momentum imply about the early history of
the system?
The last question has been the major stumbling block to the
acceptance of several otherwise plausible theories. Straightforward
calculations show that the sun carries 98.8% of the entire mass associ-
ated with the solar system. Yet, its angular momentum represents only
about 2% of the total distributed among these bodies. Jupiter, alone,
carries approximately 65% of the total angular momentum and the four
major planets together account for close to 98%.
Since the 16th century, many ideas have been presented to
answer the questions mentioned above and others equally interesting and
demanding. The major ideas in chronological order are presented below.
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Descartes- (1644)
In 1644, fortythree years before Newton's Principia was
published, Descartesintroduced the first concept of what is now called
the Nebular Hypothesis of Solar System evolution. In his Les Principes
de la Philosophie, the material makeup of the Universe was broken into
three parts : the luminiferous ethers whose agitation produces light;
gas-like material; and liquid-solid content. The latter was named by
Descartes "opaque matter". These constituents were at first almost uni-
formly distributed through space and possessed motion in nearly equal
amounts. Vortices existed in the mixture, and, within the larger vorti-
ces, smaller vorticules existed like eddies in a whirlpool. Opaque matter
was segregated first in a manner analogous to the spots which are seen
on the surface of the sun. These spots accumulated in the smaller vorti-
cules. The more "solidity" (apparently mass per unit of exterior surface)
possessed by a collection of spots, the deeper it sank into the vortex.
This brought the collection closer to the axis of the vortex which
rotated at the highest angular rate of any part of the whirlpool. If
the collection penetrated too closely to this axis, it was thrown out
as a wandering comet. Less solid collections sank to a point of equili-
brium and were retained in the major vortex as a planet.
Descartes supposed that the momentum of the universe was constant.
However, he made no attempt at explain the mechanics of the system by
dynamical principles.
Swendenborg - (1734)
The philosopher, Swedenborg, also participated in the develop-
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ment of the Nebular Hypothesis. In 1734, almost 50 years after Newton's
Principia was published, he presented his explanation of the evolution
of the planets. It was not scientifically rigorous but incorporated
the first use of dynamic instability as the basis to planetary birth.
In an unexplained manner, Swedenborg envisioned a chaotic
mass in the universe coming together into a rotating sphere. Because
of its rotation, this sphere threw off a ring. The expanding ring
eventually burst and the remains coalesced into the planets.
It is evident that the knowledge of Saturn' s rings influenced
Swedenborg to propose his theory. The rings were first seen by Galileo
in 1610 and interpreted correctly by Huygens in 1655.
Immanuel Kant - (1755)
Although Immanuel Kant's fame rested upon his writings and
teachings as a metaphysician, during his early lifetime he was interested
in mathematics and natural science. He studied Newton, lectured on
mathematics, and taught physical geography for many years. His scien-
tific pursuits led him to propose a theory of solar system development.
Kant saw the great similarities which mark the dynamical char-
acteristics of the system : six planets (in his day) with nine satellites
revolving about the sun in the same direction, almost in the equatorial
plane of the sun, and rotating upon their own axes in the same direction
as the solar star itself. The relative lack of matter outside the rota-
ting bodies was also perceived by Kant. He reasoned that the material
once pervading this part of space was now collected into the planets,
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their satellites, the sun and comets.
The simplest assumptions possible were explicitly made by
Kant : the eventual material of the solar system was originally scattered
as atoms throughout the entire volume now occupied by the system. In his
theory, this diffuse nebula shrank due to self-gravitation, and, in the
process, Kant erroneously reasoned that the mass acquired rotation through
the irregular collisions of its particles. Most of the material collected
in the system's central star. But a thin disc of matter remained with
each of its discrete constituents orbiting about the sun. He reasoned
further that the outer parts of the nebula contained the most matter,
because of their greater volume, but that the inner parts of the disc
were more dense. The planets and their satellites were first formed by
the adhesion of colliding particles, and, as they grew, also through
gravitational attraction. Forward rotation for all the bodies was
deduced because the particles collected from the larger orbits were
moving with greater velocity than those collected from smaller orbits.
(This is not adequately proven in light of the supposed free orbiting
particles making up the disc).
The heat developed from the particles striking the growing
planets, caused them to liquefy. While in this liquid state, the
earth's moon was reduced to synchronous rotation by tidal friction in the
earth's gravitational field. Further, some elemental segregation in the
planets, based on density took place under these liquid conditions.
Since, in Kant's lifetime, Jupiter and Saturn were believed to still
be liquid, this segregation process was thought to be still active in
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their interiors.
The heat which the sun radiates was derived from the great
compression of its gaseous components. This concept was introduced by
Kant some thirty years after he had outlined the other parts of his
theory and was certainly the result of becoming acquainted with the
concepts of adiabatic compression.
The end of the present configuration of the solar system was
predicted by Kant as well as its nativity. The earth was to be reduced
through the action of erosion to an uninhabitable planet completely
covered by water. All the planets eventually would fall into the sun
because of the universal tendency of motion to gradually slow down.
(The reason for this gradual retardation was never explicitly given.
However, it is clear that Kant did not believe space to be a vacuum but
filled with a very dilute interplanetary medium. It is possible that he
felt friction between the planets and this medium would cause the retar-
dation). The planets of small density would provide enough combustible
material to cause solar heat of such intensity that the substance of the
solar system would dissociate and once more be scattered as a tenuous
nebula. Thus, one evolutionary cycle of the solar system would be completed.
The existence of the rings of Saturn were considered to be the
factual confirmation of Kantrs theory. He believed that their origin
had been caused by the very rapid early rotation of the planet and the
subsequent shedding of gases and particles from the equator. He envisaged
their original source of rotational momentum as derived from the planet,
and because of the conservative nature of this momentum in a closed
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system, the rings persisted.
Of course, the major defect of the dynamical explanation
given by Kant was his belief that angular momentum would be generated
when the solar nebula was initially collapsing. This is unexpected,
since he asserts that angular momentum throughout the Universe is
conserved. Moreover, it is clear that only the first cycle of the
solar system is without aprevious history of rotation. For the sun is
described as rotating rapidly before it expands into the rarefied
nebula to start a new cycle.
Laplace - (1796)
Pierre Simon Laplace has been popularly associated with the
origin of the Nebular Hypothesis of solar system evolution. The expo-
sition of his ideas, however, was in a semi-popular book, and the dis-
cussion was brief, speculative, and non-quantitative. His ideas were
similar to Kant's in many essential respects, although he did not make
the errorcf creating angular momentum where none before existed.
Like Kant, Laplace was impressed by the regularity of the
planetary orbits and their axial revolutions. (Even though Herschel in
1787 had discovered the retrograde satellites of Uranus, Laplace made
no mention of them). He postulated that the only progenitor of such
dynamic similarities could be a fluid of immense extent. Because of
excessive heat, the sun at one time extended beyond the present limits
of the solar system, (perhaps from an outburst as a true nova), and
constituted this immense fluid. As this primal rotating nebula cooled
'and contracted, its angular momentum remained constant. To
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compensate for the reduced moment of inertia, the angular velocity increased.
Instability at the equator, from the ever increasing angular speed, caused
the shrinking sun to leave rings of matter behind at regular intervals.
These rings contracted and condensed into the planets. Some of these
planets produced satellites by a small scale version of their own births.
Laplace reasoned that a remnant of this nebula still existed and reflected
radiation from the sun to the earth as the zodiacal light.
Because his theory lacked computational and observational
verification, Laplace placed little confidence in it. Nevertheless,
this became the accepted theory of the origin of the solar system for
many years.
Chamberlin and Moulton - (1902)
The Nebular Hypothesis of Kant and Swedenborg was not the only
theory which preceded Laplace. The french mathematician had examined
and rejected a suggestion made by Buffon in 1750 that the planets had been
formed from the collision of the sun and a massive comet. This idea,
despite its implausibility today must be considered as the first sug-
gestion of a collisional origin to the solar system. Such a beginning
was seriously examined by two Americans around the turn of the 20th
century, F.R. Moulton, and T.C. Chamberlin. From their studies, the
Planetesimal Theory of Solar System origin evolved.
T.C. Chamberlin was primarily a geologist. However, his studies
of ice ages and their causes led him to doubt the gaseomolten concept of
the origin of the earth as required by Laplace. Evidence was lacking in
geologic history wbich could be interpreted as supporting
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evidence for such a beginning. To explain more plausibly the facts
which exploration had uncovered about the early epochs of this planet,
Chamberlin, with the aid of F.R. Moulton, proposed the Planetesimal
Theory of the origin of the Earth.
I To add more weight to his tentative conclusion that the earth
did not pass through a gaseous, then a molten stage, on its way to its
present solid state, Chamberlin applied the newly stated kinetic theory
of gases to each evolutionary step in Laplace's Nebular Hypothesis. He
found that a white hot, molten earth could not be conclusively shown to
be incapable of retaining gases with molecular weights as high as water
vapor. The time spent in such a state was a critical determinant of how
much of the lighter elements and molecules would be lost.
Working backward in time, Chamberlin considered next the
period in which the earth was totally gaseous. By hypothesis, the
temperatures during this stage were high enough to keep even refractory
materials vaporized. The distribution of molecular velocities was
displaced toward higher speeds and thus the probability that any molecule
would escape from the evolving planet's gravitational control was
increased. The conclusion reached by Chamberlin was that it would be
extremely doubtful if the dissociated constituents of water vapor or
even water vapor itself could be retained by the gaseous spheroid.
As final proof that the present distribution of lighter
elements and compounds is not consistent with a high temperature,
gaseous beginning, the original ring separated from the shrinking
Laplacian nebula was tested for retention of different weighted mole-
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cules and atoms. The self-gravitation of such a ring would be very small
because the matter which made it up would be distributed over the present
orbit of the earth, a linear distance of roughly twenty nine million
miles. The center of gravity for the ring would be the center of the
sun. The kinetic speed of the constituent atoms and molecules at a
temperature which would keep refractory elements gaseous would cause all
the lighter elements, if not the entire ring, to dissipate into space.
Chamberlin did not test the nebular hypothesis only by applying
kinetic theory to its various stages of evolution. The dynamic incon-
sistencies between the solar system as it now exists and the solar system
as it must have been when the sun had initially contracted to its present
size were offered as more evidence that the nebular hypothesis, at least
as outlined by Laplace, could not be true.
The basic cause of the separation of the planetary discs was
the increase in rotational speed of the nebula as it contracted. The
increase in rotational speed was necessary to keep the total angular
momentum of the nebula constant, a dynamic requirement in any closed
system. When the centrifugal force on particles in the equatorial plane
of the nebula equaled the inward gravitational pull, these particles were
essentially in free orbital motion. They were no longer subject to the
gravitational contraction of the disc. Further cooling and further
contraction of the nebula left a ring of these particles to circle as
a separate entity.
Chamberlin pointed out that for separation to occur at the
orbital radius of Neptune, the linear speed at the equator of the
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contracting cloud must have been three and four-tenth miles per
second; at the radius of Jupiter, eight miles per second; at the
radius of the earth, eighteen and a half miles per second; and at the
radius of Mercury, twenty nine miles per secnnd. Further contraction
of the nebula to the present size of the sun would have raised its
equatorial speed to 270 miles per second (435 kilometers per second).
However, careful measurements of the equatorial speed today reveals that
it is only about one and a third miles per second (2 kilometers per second).
This meant the sun is rotating at one-half of one per cent as fast as
the nebular hypothesis requires in the absence of any contravening
influences. What these contravening influences might have been, if any
existed, were not obvious to Chamberlin. Darwin had already shown that
the tidal forces of the planets on the sun, which might act to slow its
rotation, were negligible. Chamberlin surmised that in the absence of
some independent agency which could effectively draw angular momentum
from the nebular disc, and this agency operating only after the contracting
cloud had spawned the.planets, the nebular hypothesis as Laplace had
suggested it was fatally weakened.
Further considerations cnnfirmed Chamberlin's doubts. It had
been known that the plane of the sun's equator did not coincide with
the orbital plane of the earth. Indeed, the orbital plane of the planets
were not even similarly inclined. If one defined an "invariable plane"
for all the planets based on mass, its inclination to the solar equa-
torial plane was five degrees. Even though this deviation is small, it
represents enormous amounts of inertia from the coplanar configuration
NNW
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to be expected from planets formed from discs thrown off exactly along
the equator of the proto-sun.
Babinet in 1861 had first pointed out that the hypothesis of
Laplace was inconsistent with the conservation of angular momentum. To
go further than Chamberlin's straight forward check of necessary peripheral
speeds for separation of particles to occur, F.R. Moulton provided several
new checks based also upon the principle of conservation of angular mo-
mentum.
Moulton reconstructed the nebula from the present material in
the solar system and endowed it with the angular momentum now associated
with the system. It was shown that there was no possibility of this
reconstructed discoidal nebula of ever being capable of throwing off
rings which could condense into the planets. This followed simply from
the fact that if the nebula were contracted, the centrifugal force due
to the increase in angular velocity did not reach the centrifugal force
of gravitational attraction until the nebula had contracted within the
orbit of Mercury.
Other features of the Laplacian theory which were highly
questionable to Maulton and Chamberlin included the following : why did
the nebula shed rings and not a continuous disc? Why were there large
deviations from circularity in the orbits of the asteroids? If each
asteroid was a separately shed ring, how could the orbits of these
bodies interloop as they do? How can retrograde satellites be produced
if these secnndaries are produced in a manner similar to the birth of
their parent planets? How can a satellite revolve about its primary
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faster than the primary rotates (as Phobos does about Mars)?
The overwhelming evidence against the Nebular Hypothesis led
Moulton and Chamberlin to seek an entirely fresh approach to the problem
of planetary production; an hypothesis which could account for the slow
rotation of the sun and at the same time explain the high angular mo-
mentum of the planets. In it they wanted to have the ecentricities of
the planetary orbits and the obliqueness of the sun's and planets! rotation-
al planes a natural result of the evolutionary process.
The final hypothesis departed entirely from the Laplacian
viewpoint. The essential feature of their scheme was the close approach
of a wandering star to our own sun. An approach so close that giant
tides were raised on the surface of the sun which greatly agitated the
prominent disturbances which sporadically and naturally occur in its
surface layers. During the time the star was closest to the sun, the
combination of natural activity and the abnormal tides raised by the
gravitational attraction of the wanderer caused jets of material to be
ejected with four results :
1) Some jets were ejected from the sun only to fall back again
into the sun. However, due to the tangential speed they acquired from
the movement of the second star and sun about their common center of
gravity, they transferred angular momentum to the sun along the plane of
interaction, modifying the original rotation of the sun.
2) Some jets of matter were shot out so far that the tangential
speeds they acquired were enough to allow them to miss the sun entirely
when they fell back. They went into highly eccentric orbits about the
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sun. From these masses the planets evolved.
3) If a jet was ejected out to a critical distance, attraction
of the sun and the passing star were balanced so that it escaped the
influence of both.
4) If the wandering star approached closely enough, and was
enough larger than the sun to remain approximately dynamically inert, it
could have produced eruptions of material on the sun which were drawn
into the wandering star.
Moulton and Chamberlin used the first possibility to explain
both the slow rotation of the sun and its oblique plane of rotation to
the invariant plane of the planetary orbits. The sun originally rotated
opposite to the direction it is now seen to have and at an angle to the
invariant plane of the planets. The jets of material drawn out only to
fall back into the sun overcame the original rotation and succeeded to
cause the sun to rotate slowly almost in the plane of the dynamic encounter;
only the slight obliqueness of its rotational plane to the invariant
plane of the planets shows that it once rotated with another vectorial
value for its angular momentum.
The second effect of the solar eruptions caused spiral jets
to be produced with enough tangential speed to miss the sun upon falling
back and thus remain in highly eccentric, elliptical orbits with the sun
at one focus. An illustration of such spiral ejections is shown in
Figure 1 below
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Typical orbits produced by such spiral jets are shown in Figure 2.
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The jets ejected from the active sun were not continuous. They
consisted of minor and major knots of denser matter embedded in gaseous
material of much lower density. These knots constituted the collection
centers from which the planets, their satellites and the asteroids were
built up. The major centers, upon being ejected, already controlled
minor centers which later became the planetary satellites. The highly
eccentric orbits were modified by each acquisition of new material in
such a manner to bring the orbits closer to circularity. For clarity
such a process is illustrated in Figure 3 below. Figure 3 shows two
similar particles of equal mass and with symmetrical elliptical trajecto-
ries forming one particle revolving in a more circular orbit. Fig. 4
uses two particles of equal mass but with distinctly different elliptical
trajectories again forming one particle in a more nearly circular
orbit.
OA
A C e B SUN B A
Figures 3 and 4
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In 3 , the vectorial addition of the momentum vectors requires
a new more circular orbit. In 4, the angular momentumd the inner par-
ticle is increase at aphelion reducing its eccentricity, while the angular
momentum of the larger orbit particle is reduced at perihelion, again
leading to a more circular trajectory than before.
The explanation for the similar rotation of the planets was
based upon the statistical laws of chance in the collection process.
Because the material drawn out from the sun was in highly elliptical
orbits, a collection center collided with a planetesimal at some acute
angle. Figure 5 illustrates the possibilities of what can happen. A
planet E is in an elliptical orbit about the sun S. The two extreme
cases which can occur when it collides with equally distributed plane-
tesimals p take place at aphelion and perihelion. At perihelion, (A),
planetesimals in a smaller orbit are at their aphelion. This means the
planet will overtake the planetesimals. If it encounters the planetesimala
anywhere on the inner half of the two dimensional track which its diameter
sweeps out, a forward rotation will be favored. If a planetesimal is
struck on the outer half of the track, a retrograde motion will be
imparted. From the areas involved, it may be seen that uniform distri-
butions of planetesimals will favor forward rotation. At aphelion for
the planet, the illustrated planetesimals will overtake the planet.
Striking the planet on the outside half of its track will tend to produce
forward rotation, on the inner half, retrograde. Again by the areal
comparison, it can be seen that forward rotation is favored.
The spacing of the planets was also accounted for by the pro-
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cedure by which collection centers accumulated new material. If we again
assume a fairly uniform distribution of planetesimals in which there are
two collection centers fairly close together, it is apparent that they
will be in competition for the material between them. However, inside
the inner center and outside the outer one, the centers are relatively
free to collect all matter available. This will favor collection so that
the growing centers will move apart from one another. [No reason is given
why Tiths-Bode's law would be the result. Moreover, no mention is made
of the effect the preferred area of colLection would have on axial rotation.
Presumably, collecting the most material on the inside or outside of the
planets orbit will alter the probabilities invoked to explain forward
rotationi.
By assuming that the pre-solar system sun had the same general
areas of activity as displayed today, Moulton and Chamberlin were able
to speculate about the reason why one sees small planets in the inner
orbits and larger planets in the outer periphery of the system, with
the asteroids in between.
The two experimenters assumed the disruptive star passed obliquely
across the equator of the sun, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Terrestrial Planets
Sun
zoneo
Jovion Planets Ivit
Figure 6 Asteroids
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The eruptions on the sun caused by the tidal pull of the
distant star drew out jets at latitudes above the zones of solar activi-
ty which fell completely back into the sun. These helped to slow the sun
down and tilt its axis toward is present orientation. As the star moved
into the part of its trajectory marked Jovian planets, the strengthening
gravitational attraction was directly above the zones of solar activity.
The combined effect drew forth huge jets of material which later formed
the Jovian planets. Near perihelion, the star was again closest to areas
on the sun outside the zones of activity and as a result produced only
the heterogeneous conglomeration of collection centers later condensing
to form the asteroids. Moving beyond perihelion, the star once again
passed over the zones of activity on the sun and again great bolts of
material were drawn out. However, the activity of the sun was now reduced
because of the earlier experience with the Jovian planets. Consequently,
the size of the jets were reduced resulting in the smaller size of the
terrestrial planets.
Basic to all of the considerations upon which the theory of
Moulton and Chamberlin was based, is the form taken by the matter ejected
from the sun before it was acquired as additional material by the planets
and satellites. Four gradations of material based on initial size, are
recognized :
1) The largest cohesive eruptions, which could hold, through
self-gravitation, the lightest of gases anduhich had great collecting
powers because of their size and attraction. These were the nuclei to
the Jovian planets.
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2) Slightly smaller eruptions than those above are placed next;
large enough to hold most molecules, but not able to retain the very
lightest gases at the high ejection temperatures. The terrestrial planets
evolved from this gradation.
3) Third in the hierarchy came agglomerations of heavy molecules,
too small to hold gases or water, but large enough to stick together by
self gravitation. Some were dynamically attached to larger condensations,
some roamed freely in their own distinct orbits. The sattelites and
asteroids belonged to this group.
4) Lastly came the remainder of scattered particles freed from
the sun in the dynamic encounter with the wandering star. Free molecules
up to small aggregates made up this class drifting in more or less plane-
tary orbits about the sun. These particles were called planetesimals.
The concept of cold planetesimals is in sharp contrast to the
hot gas origin required by the Nebular Hypothesis. This part of the
theory is used by later theorists but with several different approaches
to their origin.
Jeans - (1916)
Sir James Jeans was the next important contributor to the main
stream of ideas concerned with the evolution of the solar system. In an
essay which won the Adams Prize at the University of Cambridge in 1917,
he carefully reviewed the dynamics of several configurations for the
Laplacian nebula to establish criteria for producing rotational instability.
The arguments are summarized below. They show the fundamental weaknesses
of the Laplacian theory which led Jeans to modify and extend Moulton and
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Chamberlin's ideas of tidal outbursts as the origin of the solar system.
Jeans showed that if we assume the solar nebula was approx-
imately described as a nucleus of high density and negligible volume
surrounded by a gaseous cloud of inconsequential mass, we may write the
potential of force within it as follows:
where M is the mass of the sun, r the distance to the point in question,
w the angular speed of the nebula, and G the universal gravitational
constant.
The first term on the right hand side is the gravitational
potential and the second term represents the potential of rotation. The
freely rotating mass will be contained inside an equipotential surface
described by the above equation. A point of equilibrium between the
forces represented by the potentials above will be first reached for
this configuration in the equatorial plane and will be mathematically
described when
- (2)
This equilibrium point occurs when
(3)
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where ro is the radius of the volume in the x - y plane.
This condition is recognized as the balance between gravi-
tational force on the left and the centrifugal force W'r
on the right. By substituting this condition into equation (1), the
equation for the equipotential surface which contains these points of
equilibrium emerges and is given by
The volume contained by this equipotential surface must equal
the volume of the nebula given by its total mass (M) divided by its mean
density (f), or
(2'1T (0.3(.075) (4)
where C is the radius of the cross-section in the x - y plane (Figure '1).
The expression on the right resulted from the volume integration of the
critical equipotential surface. By substituting for M from equation,(2),
this expression may be reduced to
-.o 0= . (0'7'
22R C- (5)
Jeans points out that equation (5) contains the essence of
* The fractional factor is slightly altered from the value given in Jeans'
book. Presumably due to a typesetting error, it was written as
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Laplace's theory. For, as the compressible and initially spherical nebula
contracted, Lo increased because of the conservation of angular momentum.
* increased as the volume diminished so that the value 0.36075 was
approached. Increasing rotation carried the nebula from a nearly spheri-
cal shape through a series of pseudo-spheroids to the lenticular shape
shown as the outside curve of Figure 7.
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Figure 7.
As the expression, Z 4 approached the value, 0.36075,
the outer most equatorial particles approached free gravitational orbits
around the central condensation. They were no longer controlled by the
contraction of the main cloud. Further contraction increased the value
of both LS and i, but in such a manner that kept equal
to 0.36075. In the process, a ring of gas was left in the equatorial
plane.
A serious drawback to the nebular theory so far presented may
be here derived from an equation attributed to Poincard . The rate
of change of the volume expansion for a rotating mass may be written as :
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-
It G1 (6)
A is the volume of the rotating mass; w is the angular speed of the
body in approximate solid rotation; C is the mean density, a re-
presents differentiation with respect to the surface normal positive
if pointing outward; s represents the surface area of the body; and p
is pressure. The pressure is zero at the surface and positive inside the
body, leaving $ outward a negative quantity. Under these conditions,
the last expression is always positive. In order that the volume of
the rotating body does not expand at some continuously quickening pace,
the expression ( 2 w - 4AT G ) must at least be negative. If this
term were positive, the left side of the above equation could be only
positive. And, even if the body were initially contracting, it would
eventually expand. For a non-expanding body, then, we require that
W- r.:. 2T G ' (7)
However, from equation (5), we have seen that the sun, when
shedding matter at the equator, was rotating so that
W2 = Co.3(.0'76 x( 2 G % ('8)
where i is the mean density of the sun and nebula together.
From inequality (7) and equation (8), we find that for a ring
of gas separated at the equator of a rotating mass to remain at the radius
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of separation, ? , the mean density of the ring must obey
i > .M oG N(9)
where s again is the mean density of the sun and nebula. Thus, the
ring must condense to over 36'percent of the mean density of the whole
body immediately after separation to save itself from being swept away
by its own rotation. This extension of Poincar6 's theorem is due to
Jeans.
We have taken a highly idealized model, in Roche's massive but
volumeless nucleus surrounded by a massless nebula. However, extension
of the analysis to an adiabatic model in which ?= cq is
everywhere obeyed, p being pressure, i density, c a constant unchanging
through the body and k the ratio of specific heats of the gas, also
invariant through the gas shows that for any gas with k between 1.2 and
2.2 (this includes the values for gases obeying Boyle's law), the body
will break up under increasing rotation by shedding matter at its equator
in a manner analogous to Roche's model.
The next specific question which must be answered concerning
the Nebular Hypothesis, is whether the solar system with its mass and
present angular momentum could shed matter due to high rotation, and if
so, under what conditions. It can be seen that the idealized Roche model
could shed matter with zero angular momentum, since no angular momentum
can be associated with a point on the axis of reference.
However, we can ask up to what fraction of the total solar
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system mass may be spread through the nebula with the remainder concen-
trated at, or approximately at, the center, the whole endowed with the
present total angular momentum of the system, and still be able to shed
matter at its equatorial periphery. Jeans shows that if M is the mass
of the early sun, r. the mean radius, the mean density, K the radius
of gyration, and (a)the angular momentum possessed by it, then the follo-
wing is true
2 In
where the right hand side is merely the left rewritten in terms of the
quantities defined above. If we assume that this early configuration
was characterized by values for the angular momentum and mass which we
see today in the system (roughly 2 X 1033 grams and 3.3 X 10 50cgs units
of angular momentum; and to roughly the radius of today's sun, 6.95 K 10 10cm)
and we remember that the criteria for shedding material at the equator by
a body approaching Roche's model is
then one can show that
For the homogeneous mass of the critical shape illustrated as the outside
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curve of Figure 1, the above ratio is found to be 0.523. To bring this
last value into equality with the one computed above, it is found that
a certain fraction (x) of the total mass must be concentrated at the
center of the system with the remainder (1 - x) distributed evenly through
the remaining volume. As it turns out, x - 0.863. This may be interpreted
as meaning a little less than 14 percent of the mass could be uniformly
distributed throughout the volume of the nebula, while 86 percent would
need to be concentrated at the axis of the system. Further, it implies
that the density of the newly separated ring would beless than 13 percent
of the sun's mean density. For stability, however, by Poincare' 's theorem,
this would need to condense to 36 percent or roughly 3 times its maximum
possible separation density immediately after separation to remain as a
constant radius ring and not be swept away due to its own rotation.
From the analyses above and from the consideration of the
present distribution of angular momentum, Jeans rejected the rotational
origin of the planets. His studies of tidal effects on liquid and gaseous
bodies, led him instead to modify and extend the work already done by
Moulton and Chamberlin on the tidal theory for the origin of the solar
system.
In a later book, Astronomy and Cosmogony, using Moulton and
Chamberlin's basic ideas of tidal forces from a wandering star to tear
out huge filaments of solar matter, Jeans considerably clarified the
effects that such an encounter would produce and the criteria under which
planet-like bodies would be the end product. The mechanism of tides
alone was evoked, while the solar eruptions of Moulton and Chamberlin
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were discounted as unnecessary complications.
Jeans studied the action of tidal forces by a passing body
on both incompressible liquid masses and gaseous bodies with a very
high degree of central condensation (Roche model). The results of this
analysis showed that a liquid body tended to break up into a few bodies
of similar size while a strongly condensed gaseous body produced rela-
tively more fragments but of small mass compared with the main body.
In the former case, if a liquid body s is approached by another body s'
of equal density so slowly that we may use the approximation of successive
states of equilibrium, it may be shown that s remains stable until it
has assumed the shape of a prolate spheroid whose eccentricity e M 0.8826.
This eccentricity is the dividing value between spontaneous fission of
the body s and distortion only. If an eccentricity of greater than
0.8826 is caused by s', the sequence of shapes shown in Figure 8 is
assumed by s with the last configuration of separate fission products
purely speculative. The value of R, the distance between the two bodies
s and s' with mass M and M', at the moment the critical eccentricity is
reached, is given by
Z.18 r
where r. is the radius of s before being affected by the gravitational
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field of s'. This value may be see
given by W) .4()3 .
small mass m is broken apart by the
around which it is revolving. Such
centrifugal forces generated by the
process.
n to be less than the Roche limit
which describes the distance a
tidal forces of a larger body m'
a larger value is valid since the
secondary contribute to the fission
For a body which is highly centrally condensed, it can be
shown by an analysis which determines the last closed equipotential
surface containing the volume of matter making u? S much like that
used previously to determine the shape of a rotating mass, that the
configuration of s when M'/M w 2 is given by Figure (9) and that in
the limiting case when M'/M = -o , the configuration is that of Figure
(10). For the case M'/M = 2, the distance separating s and a' which
results in the last closed equipotential is given by
or Z.97 o.
For the limiting case, when M'/M o
or
When R becomes smaller than the critical value computed for a
given ratio Mr/M, the configuration is unstable and matter is ejected out
of the sharp points of the last closed equipotential surface. It may be
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seen that for ratios which are small, probably only one filament will be
produced, more or less pointing towards the passing body s'. As the ratio
M'/M increases, there will be a tendency for two filaments to appear
but under all finite values of M'/M, the filament pointing towards s'
will be the more massive.
From the analysis given above, Jeans proposed, then, a very
close encounter between our sun and a passing star to produce a filament
of material whose massiveness and angular momentum would be comparable
to the combined masses and angular momentum now possessed by our Solar
System planets, and satellites.
Jeans used the relatively small ratio of combined planetary masses
to the sun's mass and the relatively large number of planets as an indi-
cation that the sun more nearly resembled the centrally condensed model
of the sun rather than a uniform density liquid mass. From Figure 8, it
may be seen that the secondary fission products of aliquid body are of
the same order of magnitude as the original body itself. In the case of
the centrally condensed model, Figure 9, a filament will be ejected
primarily through the sharp edge of the closed equipotential surface an d
thus would not be expected to produce as massive secondaries. This of
course is the case in the solar system, the ratio of all mass outside
the sun to that of the sun being approximately 1 : 1000. It was reasoned
that the apparent gradation in size from tiny Mercury through giant
Jupiter and down again to Neptune (Pluto not being known) was a logical
expectation of a filament drawn forth by a passing star. Mars and Uranus
however, were exceptions to the orderly progression in size but it was
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reasoned that both of these planets were initially gaseous from the small
size of their satellites. (One would expect greater number but smaller
size satellites from a gaseous parent and fewer but larger satellites
from a liquid parent, based on the analyses above and seen qualitatively
from Figures 8 and 9). Not being as large as the giant planets to hold
the matter they were initially endowed with, and not liquefying immedia-
tely like Neptune or the three remaining terrestrial planets, Mars and
Uranus lost considerable amounts of material while in their formative
stages, and thus appear out of "proper sequence".
The formation of the satellites in an exactly analogous manner
to their primaries was deemed a necessary feature of any cosmogonic theory
by Jeans. And, it was thus proposed that the great similarity between
the sun and its planets and the planets and their secondaries is a
natural result of their similar birth processes. The similarity was
shown even down to the progression of sizesfrom small to large to small again
in the satellite system of Jupiter, a planet which, in this picture of
the Solar System, must have resembled the undisturbed sun more closely
than any other planet.
As first torn out, the planetary and satellite masses have
highly eccentric orbits. Jeans evokes the residual debris and gas which
remains after the condensation of the solar filaments to act as a resisting
medium through which the newly formed planets must pass. The effect of
a residual medium is to decrease the ellipticity of any orbit so that
given enough time and density of interstellar material, the small
ellipticities of the planets as they now exist may be reached.
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During the decade in which Jeans produced most of his basic
ideas about the origin of the solar system, a contemporary, Harold
Jeffreys, also at Cambridge, further refined and examined the implications
of such a scheme. The basic theory of rotational and tidal stability are
originally Jeans' but the complete theory together with the qualitative
and sometimes quantitative details of the tidal theory must be attributed
to both Jeans and Jeffreys.
An interesting implication of the Tidal Theory is that the
chances of forming a solar system are very small. Based on observed
random velocities of stars, their average size and the density of stars
through space, Jeans concludes that the average time between collisions
for a particular star is 6 x 1017 years. Because the tidal theory requires
only a close approach to cause tidal instability, the probability of
meeting the conditions for planetary filaments to be produced is reasoned
to be increased over the figure above but not very much If one assumes
an age for the universe of 5 X 1012 years as Jeans does, this results in
a planetary system every 100,000 stars. If one chooses the more modern
lifetime of 1010 years, this reduces the planetary frequency to 1 in 50
million stars. We must conclude that we are living in almost a unique
system if the tidal theory is correct.
Tidal Theory compared to Dynamic Encounter Theory.
It is profitable at this point to contrast the dynamic encounter
theory of Moulton and Chamberlin with the tidal theory of Jeans and Jeffreys.
The former two experimenters did not require tidal forces alone to
produce the ejection of material but only to excite the natural activity
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of the sun to a pitch where these prominences constituted the ejection
mechanism. No determination of the necessary approach distance was
possible. Jeans, on the other hand, based the catastrophic separation of
the planets on tidal forces alone, therefore being able to compute the
necessary closeness of approach to cause such a disruption. From his
analysis, it was apparent that the two stars would need to come within
a few radii of each other to cause the required instability of the solar
body.
Another important difference between the two theories was the
form which the matter drawn out toward the passing star would take.
Moulton and Chamberlin assumed that innumerable small planetesimals would
quickly coalesce and cool. Some dense groups would exist from the con-
densations within the knots of ejected material and would form collection
centers for the remainder of the planetesimals orbiting the sun. Jeans
tidal theory assumed that a very hot continuous filament was the source
material for the planets. Longitudinal instability would cause the
filament to break up into several independent bodies which, if large
enough, would retain even the lightest gases. As cooling progressed,
liquid droplets would be formed, fall toward the center of the mass and
collect as a liquid core, surrounded by a permanent atmosphere. Smaller
masses would expand very rapidly, again forming liquid droplets, but its
atmosphere and some of these droplets would be lost in the expansion
leaving only the liquid core.
The angular momentum distribution of todays configuration of
the solar system is at first glance easier to explain by the tidal or
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dynamic encounter theories than by the nebular hypothesis. No unrealistic
conditions are placed on the sun; the massive passing star is the source
of the angular momentum for the planets and the small rotational speed
of the sun. The initial large eccentricities of the ejected materials
are rounded in both cases by interactions with debris left over by the
encounter,cold planetesimals in the case of Moulton and Chamberlin, and
gas and dust in the case of Jeans.
The ease of explanation is lost when one attempts to explain
the rotation of the planets and the formation of the satellites. Moulton
and Chamberlin believed that statistical probability showed that collisions
between planets and planetesimals would produce fast forward rotation
(Figure 52). One critic of this view pointed out, however that planete-
simals in larger orbits would be moving more slowly than those in smaller
orbits with the net effect on planets to favor retrograde rotation.
During the eruptions from the sun in the dynamic encounter
theory satellites were assumed to have been formed as smaller knots of
matter captured by the larger planetary knots as they were both shot
forth from the sun.
Jeans and Jeffreys, on the other hand, were forced to assume
that the satellites were torn out from their parents by tidal instability
at the first perihelion of the newly formed planets. By the time a second
perihelion occurred, its distance would be increased beyond the zone of
instability, because of the orbital rounding tendency of collisions
with gas dust and debris. This presents an unresolved difficulty, however.
Condensations from the original filament form quickly as liquid masses,
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and, as Jeans has shown, a liquid body will be broken up as a few
large bodies by the action of tidal forces, and will not produce
several very small secondaries as we see planets actually possess.
The rotation of the planets in the Tidal Theory is attributed
to the falling back of matter which was originally tidally drawn out
but did not have enough lateral motion to become a separate body. For
the sun, this mass would be equivalent to Jupiter's mass - approximately
one thousandth of the total mass of the sun. For Jupiter, the needed amount
jumps to 1/15 of the total planetary mass, an implausibly high figure.
Jeffreys recognized this shortcoming and modified the tidal
theory to correct it. He essentially revived the theory of Buffon of
a grazing collision of the wandering star and the sun. The important
difference which this introduces is the friction between the surface
layers of the two bodies. Vortices and whirling motions were expected
to be produced which would be manifested in the satellites and planets
as direct, fast rotations.
When Jeffreys proposed such an idea, knowledge of the thermo-
nuclear process as the source of stellar energy was unknown. The impli-
cations from the energy which would have been produced in such a collision
were not even vaguely anticipated.
Henry Norris Russell - (1935)
The shortcomings of the Nebular Hypothesis led to the catas-
trophic theory of Moulton and Chamberlin. At first, the encounter of
two stars, with its concomitant explanation for the source of planetary
angular momentum, mass distribution, and rotation of the sun, seemed to
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answer the major questions concerning the evolution of a group of bodies
similar to those in the Solar System. The passing star conveniently
provided mechanisms to explain the unusual features of this dynamical
group, and then just as conveniently hurried on to be lost in the vastness
of the Universe.
Not many years after its first proposal by Moulton and Chamberlin,
Jeans and Jeffreys substantially simplified and clarified how such a dy-
namic encounter could operate. However, in probing deeper into specific
mechanisms for assuring the proper rotation of the planets, Jeffreys at
last was forced to assume an actual grazing collision. Knowledge of
stellar interiors had increased substantially during the years in which
Jeans and Jeffreys wrote about their ideas and soon the laws of radiation
and gases subjected to very high temperatures and pressures were applied
to the Tidal Theory. Fundamental weaknesses were encountered.
Henry Norris Russell provides us with an excellent summary of
the most important questions raised in the pre-atomic era ending in 1935
in his book entitled The Solar System and Its Origin.
Of the points raised, perhaps the most significant is concerned
with the planetary filament drawn from the sun. If we consider only the
present material in the Solar System outside the sun, and figuratively
replace it on the sun in a uniform surface layer, its pressure at the
bottom of this layer will be 1,170,000 atmospheres. Reasonable correspon-
ding temperatures are of the order of millions of degrees. If we assume
deeper solar material was drawn forth, temperatures on the order of
several times these temperatures would be expected. Because of adiabatic
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compression and dissipation of energy through shock waves during a
grazing collision, tens of millions of degrees would not be surprising.
The kinetic speed of an hydrogen atom at one million degrees
absolute is 100 kilometers per second. The ejected masses would be in-
capable of holding these atoms. Even masses equivalent in size to Jupiter
or Saturn would be able to hold only those elements whose atomic weights
equalled or exceeded iron. Condensation under these conditions is diffi-
cult to visualize.
Further confusion is injected into the physical picture by
asking what role radiation plays. In the superheated filament, radiation
of energy increases proportional to the fourth power of the temperature.
Again, at one million degrees, the radiation becomes so intense, that
its pressure per square inch on an opaque surface would total 28,000
pounds. The filament, therefore, might cool very rapidly at its inter-
face with space, but the internal temperature would rupture and disperse
any condensations which would appear.
Even the angular momentum problem which the.tidal theory had
been originally invoked to answer, when scrutinized in detail, became one
more fundamental weakness. The angular momentum per unit mass which a
body possesses as it moves around another is proportional to the square
root of the semi-parameter, P, of its orbit, (see Figure 11 below) as
it describes any conic section trajectory. The perihelion distance for
a parabola is one half this distance, for an ellipse more than one half
and for an hyperbola less than one half. When one object is not massive
enough to be considered fixed, then the relative angular momentum that
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the body in question would have is raised by an amount given by
where x is the ratio of masses of the two bodies.
In Russell's discussion of this subject, the periastron of
the wandering star is taken as 0.015 astronomical units or 1,400,000
miles, probably near the maximum distance which tidal effects of a star
near the size of the sun would be able to draw out filaments of matter.
This would lead to angular momentum per unit mass corresponding to about
twice the distance, or 0.03 astronomical units. Table 1 below, taken
from Russell's book compares the angular momentum per unit mass of each
of the planets and compares it to the angular momentum per unit mass of
the star.
Body Semi-parameter Ang.Mom/unit mass Ratio
Star 0.03 0.25 1.0
Mercury 0.37 0.61 2.4
Venus 0.72 0.85 3.4
Earth 1.00 1.00 4.0
Mars 1.51 1.24 5.0
Jupiter 5.19 2.28 9.1
Saturn 9.50 3.08 12.3
Uranus 19.11 4.39 17.6
Neptune 30.00 5.49 22.0
Weighted Av. 2.63 10.5
Table 1
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The last row is the weighted average of all the planets and
shows that this average angular momentum per unit mass is over ten
times that of the passing star.
Several explanations of such an implausibly high average are
possible. The particle being dragged along after the retreating star
cannot merely increase its speed in the same direction as the star, for
the result would be a hyperbolic trajectory for speeds near that of the
star. Either the semi-parameter distance must be increased, or the
direction of the particle changed to a more nearly perpendicular one with
respect to the star-sun line as the speed is increased. The logical choice
between the two would be the former.
But the star would need to drag a given particle hardly con-
ceivable distances to account for the various planets'angular momentum.
Jupiter would need to be removed over 90 times the periastron distance
of the starand Neptune over 500 times. And this assumes that the
released direction of these particles is almost perpendicular to the
velocity of the receding star.
This angular momentum argument is equally applicable to tidal
bodies or planetesimals. However, if the sun could have ejected the
planetary material because of enhanced activity, then the star could be
invoked to give this material its lateral motion only. This would be an
excellent gain. But, observation of binaries of similar makeup and size
to the sun have shown no tendency to eject material spontaneously.
Of all the dynamic encounter variations, Jeffreys' collisional
hypothesis is least acceptable on the grounds of the angular momentum
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arguments set forth above. Initial p values for the star diminish to
0.01 which lowers the comparison angular momentum in Table and
increases the ratios already computed. If the star were about the same
size as the sun, the filament produced between them would be motionless
at its center because of equal attraction of sun and star and probably
dissipate into space. Close to the sun would be the only part of the
filament available for planets. This matter would have angular momentum
per unit mass of less than half the specific angular momentum of the
star which is already very low.
Russell concludes that the dynamic encounter theories as en-
visioned by Moulton and Chamberlin or Jeans and Jeffreys are no more
adequate than the nebular hypothesis of Laplace. In both, fundamental
difficulties with the angular momentum distribution, among other things,
condemns the models.
Russell suggests one way of salvaging the collisional hypothesis.
He assumes the sun has a small binary companion of roughly 1/100 of the
sun's mass. This body, at roughly the distance of the great planets,
is broken up by the passing star. The angular momentum of the planets
is then mostly derived from that possessed by the solar companion.
Even as attractive as this possibility is, several weaknesses
still exist. The terrestrial planets and the satellites are not obvious
results. That an object the size postulated for the binary companion
would break up into several masses the size of the planets is unknown.
And, it is unlikely that the plane of the encounter would coincide with
the orbit of the binary, in which case the fragmented pieces of the
small body would be highly inclined to each other.
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All in all, even Russell does not place a great deal of con-
fidence in such an origin.
R.A. Lyttleton - (1936)
The suggestion of H.N. Russell, discussed briefly above, in
which the sun begins life as a binary, but has its small companion
broken up by a third passing star, has had several variations worked out
by R.A. Lyttleton.
One such variation assumes that there are two stars united as
a binary and existing as a companion to the sun. The angular momentum
of the binary combination is enough to cause a single rotating mass of
equal mass to the combined total of the two stars to be rotationally
unstable. Lyttleton assumes further that the two binaries acquire mass
slowly from the surrounding interstellar medium until their attraction
increases to bring them within the zone of instability. They temporarily
coalesce into one unstable mass and then separate at hyperbolic velocities.
They are separated from themselves and the sun. However, as they sepa-
rate they produce a filament between them which is roughly equivalent to
those produced in any dynamic encounter theory, and which is captured
by the sun as planetary condensations.
All of the filament producing theories, including Lyttleton's,
have the problem of explaining how a filament will condense. In a
relatively classic paper, Spitzer, in 1939, showed that the normal end
result of a very hot filament, as would be produced in a dynamic encounter,
would dissipate into the surrounding space and condense not at all into
planetary bodies.
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H. Alfvdn - (1942)
The first comprehensive introduction to the possible part the
magnetic field of the sun might play in planetary production was given
by H. Alfvsn in the mid 1940's. Development of his theory culminated in
his book, On the Origin of the Solar System, published in 1954, in which
he produced a coherent overall picture of the evolution of the solar
system based primarily on electromagnetic effects. These ideas were
carried forward and modified by Fred Hoyle (1960) in England and Fred
Whipple (1962) in America to the point that some of the early most fatal
criticisms of the so-called nebular hypothesis of solar system evolution
have been eliminated.
Alfvdn's theory can be briefly summarized as follows : a dilute
gas falls toward the sun and is ionized at roughly planetary distances
from its surface. Magneto-hydrodynamic forces act between the cloud and
the sun to transfer angular momentum from the sun to the ionized gas.
The gas condenses to small grains revolving in Kepler orbits. They
agglomerate to form the planets. At some later time, the planets repeat
the process to from their satellites.
Specific assumptions which are used in the theory include the
existence initially of an ionized cloud at some distance from the
condensed sun, and that all bodies which form satellites have an axial
rotation and possess a magnetic field.
Features of the theory which bear important relations to the
original primordial makeup of the galaxy are that the cloud must be
considered ionized before interacting with the sun but of quite low
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density. Thus, it could have been possible to have a very long time
interval in which dilute gas fell toward the sun, was ionized, and then
swept up by the growing planets to add to their bulk.
One important drawback to the theory is the very large magnetic
dipole moment one must assume for the sun during the formative period.
Alfvdn points out that this is not necessarily fatal but that it does
require historical modification to the sun's field, in light of its
presumed strength today.
The initial conditions for planetary formation are the following :
a central body already in existence, with a given mass, rotation, and
surrounded by an ionized cloud whose dimensions are large compared to
the dimensions of the solar system. It is assumed that the density of
the cloud is of the order of 105 particles per cc, and that its main
bulk is removed from the center of the sun a distance of 1016 or 1017
centimeters.
The origin of the cloud is suggested to be either remnants of the
same cloud from which the sun condensed or a cloud which the sun passed
near in its wanderings through space. The source of ionization could
have been radiation from the forming sun or high kinetic temperatures
within the cloud. For the purposes of the discussion, the cloud is
assumed to have been ionized from high temperatures. (This is not entirely
an arbitrary assumption when one considers the temperatures which have
been found in H II regions. Spitzer (1950) summarizes the temperatures
expected in these regions, and finds they vary between 7500* and
13,000* K.).
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The composition of the cloud is assumed to be elements in the
same ratio as found in cosmical abundances. This means hydrogen
dominates helium by an order of magnitude and both dominate any other
element by at least several orders of magnitude. The important elements
other than hydrogen and helium are oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, neon, iron,
silicon, magnesium and sulfur in that order by mass.
Sorting of the original cloud. Each of these elements possesses
a unique ionization potential which determines the temperature at which
a cloud of such particles would ionize at a given density. Table
modified from Alfvdn's book, lists among other things, the various
elements and their ionization potentials. These ionization potentials
may be used to compute the temperature at which ions of a particular
element would recombine to form a neutral particle if the electron
particle density were known, as it would be under the conditions outlined
above. The equation which gives implicitly the percentage of gas ionized
X, at temperature T, in the presence of electron density ne, and with
ionization potential v, is given by
(10)
where c is a known constant and k is Boltzman's constant. It may be
seen that the ionization increases for higher temperatures and lower
ionization voltages and electron densities. Figure 12 is the result of
calculations for the most important elements using the equation above.
Thus, for the initial conditions suggested by Alfvdn, several
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natural groupings of elements occur separated by rather large intervals
between their respective temperatures of deionization.
With this information, we may construct a physical picture of the
forming solar system. The cloud, initially above 8000*K, is situated
1016 to 1017 centimeters from the sun containing a total mass of the
order of the sun. It is fully ionized and therefore intereacts with
the sun's magnetic field. The strength of this field is such to keep the
cloud from falling in toward the sun under the influence of the sun's
gravitational attraction. The cloud cools slowly until its temperature
drops below 8000*K, the ionization temperature for helium. Helium
becomes deionized and no longer feels the effects of the magnetic field.
It begins to accelerate toward the sun reaching an average velocity
depending upon the particle density of the remaining ionized particles
which the neutral helium must diffuse through.
Element Vi volt u Rel. Abundance Cloud Mass
He 24.5 4.0 3.5 x 10 A 28%
Ne 21.5 20.2 50,000
N 14.5 14.0 160,000
0 13.5 16.0 220,000 8 B 71%
H 13.5 1.0 3.5 x 10
C 11.2 12.0 80,000
S 10.3 32.1 3,500 C 0.22%
Si 8.1 28.1 10,000
Fa 7.8 55.8 18,300 D 0.31%
Mg 7.6 24.3 8,870
Table 2
The groups of elements which make up the various clouds in Alfvdn's
theory. The groupings are on the basis of ionization voltages (Vi). Note
that the C and D clouds have close to the same percentage of total mass
(Mc) available for planetary production.
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Figure 12
Ionization versus Temperature
for selected elements.
To get a better and more quantitative feel for the factors involved
in such a diffusion process, we need the equation for the average velocity
of drift for one atomic species being accelerated through another. This
is given by
v% - -- '- -I" 11nT (11)
where V, is the average drift velocity for the neutral particles, n.
the total particle density, n, the ion particle density, u, the atomic
weight of the neutral gas, M, the atomic weight of the ionized gas,
T the temperature, and U a factor incorporating the acceleration of
gravity, the total mass of the cloud, the radius of the reference surface
from the center of the sun, the collision cross-section between particles
and other constants. U may be alternately written as
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0.7- 031t 
-e" ej. (12)
n . 9
As we would expect, V, is larger for : lower neutral particle
density, lower temperature, and smaller values for the separation of
cloud and sun.
Another equation useful in combination with (11) above gives the
ratio between a mass of neutral gas diffused out of the cloud in
seconds and the mass of the central body of mass Mc. It is derived by
considering the mass of gas which passes in t seconds through a spherical
surface surrounding the sun. This mass is given by
M .U9"(Ar%.)V % (13)
in which R is the radius of the surface from the sun, u, the atomic
weight of the neutral constituent, mA the mass of a hydrogen atom, V,
the average drift velocity as defined in (11) above, and n, the neutral
particle density. If we substitute for V, from (11) above using the
alternate form of 'Ur , we obtain
-M- . V".AALU (A4. + (14)
where C is a constant which is fixed when the collision cross-section
between particles, and mass of the central body are given. n, and n,
are particle densities of the unionized and ionized portions of the gas
respectively, and the remaining variables are as described for V..
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As it turns out, M,/M. is independent of the magnetic field (as long
as it is above a certain minimum capable of supporting the total ionized
cloud), and also independent of its distance from the sun, R.
We may use equations (11), (12) and (14) to deduce certain
interesting features of the separation process of the various constituents
of the original ionized cloud. For instance, if we define a thickness
D for the original cloud, whose average distance is R from the sun, the
drift velocity required for complete separation to occur of a neutral
constituent is given by
(15)
where Zs is a characteristic time available. For complete separation of
a constituent then, V, . V . Putting D - R and using the expanded form
of *V (eq.12), this relationship requires
V T o.'1 X to' (16)
Using the previously defined value for n. of 105 particles per cc. and
introducing is = 109 years 3 X 1016 seconds
or m"a c t r (17)
V.
We may compute the ratio for various combinations from
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equation (11). This is tabulated in Table for several temperatures
pertinent to the physical conditions expected in our model. For helium
at 6000* K, R'- 0.5 K 10 16cm. This says that in one billion years
-helium may be separated out from a cloud with a predominance of hydrogen,
if it is of initial density 105 part./cc, thickness 0.5 X 1016 cm and
whose moment of mass is situated at 0.5 0 1 6 cm from the sun.
Temperature h _ V, Cloud
6000* He 4 H 1 0.091 0.91 0.063 A
3500* H 1 C 12 0.91 2.1 10 84 B
Fe 4 4
25000 C 12 Si 40 2.1 10 0.96 ID 820 C
Mg
Fe Na 4 5
15000 Si 40 Al 30 0.96 10 0.52 1-5 48,000 D
Mg Ca
Fe 4
25000 H 1 Si 40 0.91 0.96 10 210 B
Mg
Table 3
For the given temperatures, Al, and uL represents the major unionized
constituent and ionized constituent respectively in the source cloud. n and
n. are the particle densities of these components.
However, if we compute the mass ratio between the helium separated
and the mass of the central body using equation (13), we find
=I ,. o (18)
Remembering that the original cloud was of total mass Me and helium made up
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28 percent of this mass, we can easily show that in the one billion years,
only
X to-4 0.018 % (19)
of the whole gas lost its helium due to diffusion toward the sun.
Therefore, most of the helium, we expect, will be still present in the
cloud when the temperature drops below 4500*K and hydrogen becomes
deionized and is accelerated toward the sun.
From similar calculations involving hydrogen, it is quickly
apparent that because of the overwhelming preponderance of hydrogen
particles in the gas cloud and thus the increase of n,/n, from 0.28
for helium to over 0.9 for hydrogen and the increase of from 0.063 for
V
helium to 84 at 3500* C for hydrogen (as shown by Table ), very diffe-
rent values for R and M,/Mt. can be expected. In fact, R S 0.6 X 10 17cm
under the same conditions specified for helium, and M%/M. - 0.17, again
using a characteristic time of 109 years.
The physical picture presented by the rough quantitative arguments
above shows, initially, a cloud of pure helium accelerating toward the
sun when the temperature drops below 8000*K. However, only a small
fraction of the total helium in the original gas cloud has time to
diffuse out before the temperature drops below the deionization tempera-
ture for hydrogen. Hydrogen and helium, then, are both accelerated
toward the sun in those parts of the cloud where helium remains and
hydrogen alone in those parts devoid of helium. Some fairly large
fraction of the hydrogen diffuses out before the temperature falls below
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the carbon de-ionization temperature of 3000*K The process is then
repeated for carbon; hydrogen and carbon are accelerated together toward
the sun in the nearer regions of the parent cloud and carbon alone from
the outer regions. Similarly, another cloud containing iron, magnesium
and silicon mixed with carbon (and possibly hydrogen) begins its descent
toward the sun when the temperature of the cloud drops below 2000*K.
For convenience, let the pure helium cloud be known as the A
cloud, the helium-hydrogen mixture the B cloud, the carbon-hydrogen-
helium mixture also the B cloud (since hydrogen will still be dominant),
the pure carbon cloud the C cloud, and the iron, magnesium, silicon
mixture the D cloud.
Surfaces of ionization. The sorting of the original cloud into
four lesser ones, each with one or a few dominant atomic species is the
condition which Alfvdn needs in order to postulate that different planets
and satellites were produced by different clouds. By assuming that the
next phase of the evolutionary process was the falling in toward the -sun
of each cloud, Alfvdn could show that if the clouds were ionized at a
distance from the sun where the kinetic energy of the dominant species
equalled the energy needed for ionization of that species, the clouds
would be stopped by magnetic forces roughly at planetary distances from
the sun All planets and satellites in fact, can be shown to be no more
than a factor of three from some computed surface of ionization.
A possible mechanism which Alfvsn suggests might have caused
such ionization is similar to an electric discharge in a gas, caused,
in Alfvdn's model, by the electric field produced by the ions moving
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across the magnetic lines of force. The initial ionization is produced
under conditions which are favorable for the ionization to spread and
become a steady state phenomenon. This occurs at a distance from the
central body defined as the ionization surface. The energy for ionization
is supplied indirectly by the kinetic energy of the falling particles.
A rough pilot calculation by Alfvdn involving the mechanism
above for sustaining the discharge shows that enough energy is supplied
at approximately the distance where the kinetic energy of the particle
in question is equal to the ionization potential for that particular
atomic species. (It is made clear that all of the atomic species cannot
be ionized at this surface since some of the energy of fall must go
into heating the gas and exciting it. However, if a sufficient part of
the gas is ionized and is braked in the magnetic field, then viscous
interaction will slow the entire cloud down so much as to be essentially
stopped. This condition is what Alfvdn proposes will occur near the
ionization surface discussed above).
Alfvdn clearly does not maintain that the process for ionization
is known. Because the exact process of ionization is so complex, he
merely shows that the ionization could take place and at a level where
the kinetic energy of fall is close to the energy needed for ionization.
Two interesting and important results leading from the above
mentioned calculations made for the ionization of the incoming gas
particles are that the ionization surface is independent of the incoming
gas density and of the strength of the magnetic field. (If certain
minimum conditions are met by each).
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To understand more clearly what configuration the ionization
surfaces impose on the gaseous cloud, it will be helpful to look more
closely at their configuration and makeup.
If modern observations are used to evaluate the latitudinal
dependence of the sun's magnetic field and certain assumptions are made
about the time dependence of the ionization process, a reasonable deri-
vation of the ionization surface for any cloud will show a very strong
latitudinal dependence. The surface will be very far away from the solar
surface along its equator but rather close near the polar regions. This
is caused by the fact that in the equatorial plane, the sun's magnetic
field is perpendicular to the incoming particles and parallel to them
in polar regions. The effective braking of any ionized particle in
the equatorial zone is therefore much greater than in polar regions.
The process described above, i.e. the ionization and subsequent
stoppage of the clouds falling toward the sun is the second major phase
of Alfvn's theory. It provides the physical reasoning for planets of
similar composition to occur together. The next section is devoted to
the physical reasoning why the planets appear only in the equatorial
plane of the sun, and possess the majority of angular momentum of the
solar system. For our purposes, it is the most important section because
it introduces magnetic coupling between sun and clouds to transfer angular
momentum.
The Acceleration Process. So far, Alfvsn has been able to show
mechanisms which would : a) Separate a hot gaseous mixture into separate
clouds each with one or two dominant atomic species. b) Accelerate each
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of these clouds toward the sun. And c) stop each cloud at a different
distance from the sun. The clouds are stopped at so called ionization
surfaces, which are highly latitude dependent. The clouds are partially
ionized and constrained to move along the magnetic field lines. Since
both the sun and the original planetary source cloud are derived from
the same galactic cloud, their angular momentum per unit mass is the
same order of magnitude, but because the clouds are always far above the
sun, their angular speed in comparison to the sun's is negligible.
To explain the sun's slow rotation and the planets' monopoly of
angular momentum, Alfvdn invokes Ferraro's theorem (1937) which states
that all parts of a magnetic line of force in a conducting medium will
tend to move with the same angular speed. Any difference in angular
speed will produce hydro-magnetic effects which will transfer angular
momentum in a direction to reduce the difference. The magnetic field
of the sun will rotate with the material body. If we postulate that
some rarefied and ionized gas exists between the sun and the more dense
clouds, then Ferraro's theorem may be applied. This would mean that as
soon as a particle was ionized, as it plunged toward the sun, it would
begin to be swept along with the sun's magnetic field.
A characteristic time for a hydromagnetic disturbance to propagate
to the clouds would depend upon the strength of the magnetic field and
the density of the intervening conducting medium. This characteristic
time should also be of the order of magnitude for the time to equalize
the angular speed. Such a time will be given by
- d -(20)
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if d is the distance to the clouds outer periphery, Z is a constant
density from sun to cloud edge, H a constant magnetic field strength,
and u a characteristic speed. For presumed densities and magnetic field
strengths ut is of the order of 10 cm/sec. This would mean equalization
times of the order of a few years for the planets and days for their
satellites.
However, because H and i both vary along any radius, the charac-
teristic time computed above probably will be modified considerably.
Nevertheless, even large changes will still mean that equalization will
be very rapid.
The exact amount of momentum which would be transferred by such
a process is difficult to analyze. The sun could have been not yet fully
condensed so that its angular speed is slower than today. And, despite
the speed which equalization apparently takes place, particles above a
certain solar latitude will be drawn into the sun anyway because gravi-
tational attraction will always exceed the centrifugal force.
In any case, the speed up of the particles will mean a slow down
in the sun's angular speed, effecting a net transfer of momentum from
sun to cloud.
Several important effects occur because of the acceleration of
particles in the magnetic field. One effect is to provide new energy for
ionization; more kinetic energy is lost by the sun than the accelerated
particles acquire. The energy is first converted to electrical energy
and then dissipated as electric currents in the gas. The discharge pro-
duced in this way enhances the ionizing effects associated with the
falling gas clouds.
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More important to the final planetary configuration is the effect
of the angular speed of the sun on the mass distribution. Particles
which arrive at an ionization surface will immediately begin to be
accelerated. If we assume the angular speed of a particle is brought to
equal that of the sun rapidly enough, then we can compute a surface which
poleward of, all particles will fall into the sun, and equatorward of,
all particles will be accelerated, more along the particular magnetic
field lines to which they are constrained and collect in the equatorial
plane where they will condense into small particles. This surface of
separation will depend upon the angular speed of the sun, and, therefore, so
will the final mass distribution.
To see this relationship between rotation and the separation
surface more clearly, we will define it mathematically. The equation
for any magnetic field line in a dipole field is given in terms of
the latitude X and its radial distance in the equatorial plane, Ye , as
I = r. Cos5 X (21)
Since all ionized particles are constrained to move along such lines of
force, we can find the separation surface by equating centrifugal force
and gravitational force along one such line. The gravitational force is
given by C) = . , and the centrifugal force by WVy l toX (A"x
The condition for the surface is then
S 0 Z Co( t Wx Mc Cos'A Wa ot-!(.A) (22)
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where f is the force along a magnetic field line, W is the angular
velocity of the sun (and particle) and . is the angle a radial line
makes with the magnetic field. Figure 13 gives an idea of the geometry
involved.
Magnetic Field Line
/
Geometry of
Figure 13
the magnetic field and coordinate system.
In a dipole, the angle v is defined by
2 Si X
3
Therefore, C 0o A R W'. - (~ M) 2s11 X
_Gt' Sii, 1 _
And for equilibrium, f M 0, which gives
IR Cos4
\3 a
showing explicitly the dependence of the separation surface on W .
(23)
(24)
(25)
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With the information we now have, it is possible to see both
qualitatively and to a certain extent quantitatively what the distri-
bution of mass will be in the equatorial plane of the sun.
Matter from any cloud will approach the sun from all directions,
be ionized at its particular ionization surface and either continue to
fall into the sun or move outward toward the equator along a line of
force, depending on whether it was ionized outside of, or inside of,
the surface defined above. Two diagrams simplified from Alfvdn's book
show very well the parameters involved and the results to be expected.
G
X R
R
Figure 14
Relationship between : 1) -ionization.surface, 2) magnetic field
line, 3) minimum magnetic field line, 4), 5), 6) are separation
surfaces.
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Figure 14represents several important controlling influences on
the incoming particles : 1) is the plot of the ionizing surface, 2)
represents any magnetic line of force, 3) represents the line of force
of smallest dimensions which the ionization surface touches (and thus
is the closest distance to the sun at which matter can collect), 4), 5)
and 6) are different surfaces separating matter which will be lost to
the sun from that which will be accelerated to the equatorial plane.
The different surfaces 4), 5) and 6) are basically the same as computed
from the last equation above but with different factors to compensate
for the fact that perhaps not all of the angular speed of the sun is
transferred to the ionized gas. Less angular speed would move the
so-called separation surface away from the sun, i.e., more material
would be captured by the sun.
Another interesting feature of the diagram is the fact that the
ionization surface crosses all magnetic field lines twice : in an
"equatorial" zone and a "polar" zone. All, that is, excepting the
minimum line of force which it is tangent to. This means that if the
separation surface 6) is chosen as representative, then matter will
be accelerated to the equator from both the equatorial crossing of
the ionization surface and the illustrated field line but also from
the polar crossing of the field line by the ionization surface. However,
no polar contributions will take place from crossings of the surface
and field line which occur to the left of any separation surface. Thus,
separation surface 4) allows only a contribution from the equatorial
zone to the collection plane.
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Figure 15
Mass distribution curves for reduced equatorial distance
x. The lower curve is for the contribution of the "equa-
torial" zone only. The upper curve includes mass from the
"equatorial" and polar zones. The various hash marks are
related to the separation surfaces with similar numbers
in Figurel4.
Figurel5uses the facts of Figure 14to construct hypothetical
curves of mass per unit log x (dM/dy where y = log x) against reduced
distance x ( x w R/Ri where Ri = ionization distance, i.e. the distance
where kinetic energy of fall toward the sun equals the ionization
energy of the particular atomic species). The upper curve is derived
from all contributions of mass from both zones, polar and equatorial.
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A particle is projected onto the equatorial plane along the lines of
force which coincides with the point where the particle intersects the
ionization surface. The lower curve is derived from just the equatorial
zone of collection. The markings on each curve represent the points
which the various separation curves of Figure 15 cutoff the mass source
to the equatorial zones.
To further clarify Figure 15, assume separation surface 6) is
chosen. From Figure we can see that polar and equatorial contributions
will occur between about x = 0.9 and x = 3.5 but only equatorial mass
will be available beyond x = 3.5. We, therefore, choose the upper curve
from x = 0.8 to 3.5 and the lower curve for x v3.5. On the other hand,
choosing separation surface 4) means no mass contributions at all below
x = 1 and only an equatorial contribution for x > 1. Thus, we would
choose to terminate the lower curve at x = 1 and represent the mass
distribution by using the remainder of the lower curve for x > 1.
By further assuming that the mass curves decay exponentially at
the low x end rather than ending unrealistically as in Figure , and by
choosing suitable separation surfaces, Alfvdn has generated rather close
fits of the theoretical mass distribution curve to observational curves
drawn through various groupings of planets and satellites which apparently
share common origins of ionization surfaces, and cloud types. These fits
are plausibility proofs that mass distributions for such groupings as
the giant planets, terrestrial planets and certain combinations of
satellites can be qualitatively explained.
The Condensation and Agglomeration Processes. The physical
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picture of the condensation process is akin to a mechanism outlined
by Lindblad. A grain or initial condensation grows because it captures
most of the particles which hit it. It radiates energy away rapidly
so that its temperature remains low even if the gas has a much higher
temperature. The process of growth is faster for higher gas temperatures,
and lower grain temperatures. In the ionized gas environment which
exists, the grains become negatively charged and the condensation process
is enhanced.
From dynamic considerations in a magnetic dipole field, grains
in orbits with eccentricity equal to 1/3 are favored for growth over all
others so that they eventually dominate. After some time, then, the gas
accumulating in the equatorial plane of the sun's dipole field will have
formed many very small grains traveling in elliptical orbits. They will
interact with themselves and any new gas brought into the orbital plane.
Both interactions will tend to diminish the eccentricity of the growing
grains. In fact, if a grain condenses at a distance, RV from the sun,
its elliptical orbit will have the sun at one focus and R, as the
distance to aphelion. This is illustrated in Figure 16 The final
configuration of the orbit will be circular and assuming the angular
momentum does not change but only the ellipticity, the radius of the
circular orbit will be 2/3 R, .
Figure 16
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Simultaneously with the decrease in orbital eccentricity the
grains grow in size, some becoming so large they capture all other grains
and planetoids they meet.
Alfvdn suggests that the Saturnian rings and the asteroids
illustrate the grain phase of evolution and the intermediate planetoid
configuratbn. Saturn's rings are in circular orbits but have remained
grains because they are within the Roche limit of Saturn. The asteroids
have not produced a planet because the initial density was so low in this
region that the agglomeration process was interrupted.
The distribution of the satellites and planets around their
primaries is controlled by the various mass distributions of the
A, B, C, and D clouds which in turn were controlled by the ionization
surfaces, separation surfaces and by the rotation of their primaries.
Weaknesses in the theory are apparent when one tries to match
the various clouds with the groups of planets or satellites which they
were supposed to produce. For example, the giant planets of Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune are supposed to have been produced by the
C cloud composed mostly of carbon. One must assume that enough
hydrogen "impurity" exipted in the cloud to form the abundant hydro-
carbons which have been detected from spectroscopic analysis.
The D cloud, composed of silicon, iron and magnesium is predicted
to have been stopped beyond the orbits of the giant planets. The order
of magnitude of material available for planets is about the same as
that available for the giant planets. We would expect, therefore, to
see a system of planets with high density and as massive totally as the
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giant planets. We see only Pluto, however. Alfven suggests that either
these regions were beyond the effective distance to transfer angular
momentum from the sun to the cloud, or that possibly the density was
so low that effective agglomeration was prevented, much like in the
asteroid belt.
The B cloud, because of its very high value for ionization, is
supposed to have stopped closest to the sun. Its compostion is primarily
hydrogen with some helium and carbon. Out of this cloud, the terrestrial
planets are assumed to have formed. Alfven rationalizes the apparent
incongruity of dense planets formed out of a cloud primarily composed
of hydrogen by assuming that enough "impurities" existed in the cloud
to form Mercury, Venus, Earth and perhaps Mars. Hydrogen, with its
very low boiling point cannot condense near the sun and only the impuri-
ties form grains and later planets. The massive amount of hydrogen
involved is eliminated by having it "diffuse away" into the giant planets,
interstellar space or the sun.
Certain assumed characteristics of the magnetic fields in
Alfvdn's theory raise questions which bear on the eventual validity of
his scheme. Of importance to the ionization surfaces and consequent
spacing of the various groupings of planets, is the ability of the sun's
magnetic field to hold away from itself the source cloud at a distance
of 1016 or 10 7cms. Even though the general magnetic field of the sun
may roughly approximate a dipole at large distances for the majority of
time, it has been observed to fluctuate. At times, it has taken on more
of a quadrapole configuration. At other times, it has reversed its
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polarity. What effects these occurences could have on Halfvdn's assumptions
are uncertain but may be significant.
Further, the dipole configuration at large distances from the
,sun would allow particles of the source cloud to travel along lines of
force toward the polar regions of the sun. This would allow the cloud
to distribute itself in the extreme in a van Allen belt type of distri-
bution. In any case, it would certainly act against the assumption
that the source cloud was maintained at a constant radial distance from
the sun.
These same arguments can be applied to the collection of matter
in the magnetic equatorial plane. If the field is not a corotating
dipole field, how would the final mass distribution be changed from
that computed? Also important would be the computation of the necessary
magnetic field needed to support the more dense clouds at the. ionization
surface? Alfvdn has set himself to answer some of the questions which
are presented above. Computations show that no reasonable dipole moment
for the sun could support the source cloud at 10 16cm or so from the
sun. However, magnetic fields as now believed to exist in the interstellar
medium could support a density of 105 particles per cc. if oriented
properly. Such fields have strengths of the order of 10-5 to 10-6 gauss.
Support of the clouds at the ionization surface by the magnetic
field again presents difficulties. A non-distorted dipole magnetic
field would require enormous strength to support the clouds in Alfvdn's
theory. A minimum surface field of 3 X 105 gauss is computed for the
present size of the sun. This is opposed to a general field as measured
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today of at most one gauss (Menzel, 1959). And this is not a steady
dipole field.
Therefore, it is necessary for Alfvdn to show that such field
-strengths could have existed in the formative stages of the sun. Two
possible arguments are employed by Alfvdn to satisfy this inconsistency.
The first assumes that the material making up the sun was condensed from
the galactic medium of about one light year in extent. The intergalactic
magnetic field (10-5 to 10-6 gauss), if constrained to move with the
condensing gas, could produce a sufficiently large dipole moment. And,
even though this field will decay in time, the computed decay time has
not been shown to be inconsistent with the time of formation for the
planets (" 1016 sec).
Alfvdn based the composition of his source cloud on the same
distribution of elements found in cosmic abundances. The values used
by him allowed for 71% hydrogen by mass, and 28% of helium. Today, it
is believed that hydrogen makes up over 99% of cosmic material. There
would be, then, a necessary reevaluation of available planetary material
from those used in the theory.
The most important contribution of Alfvdn's electromagnetically
oriented theory, was to draw attention to the enormous possibilities of
the magnetic fields which are present everywhere in the environment
in which the Solar System evolved. His ideas, have been modified since,
but not so much that they cannot be recognized as the basis t the latest
theories of planetary evolution.
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Weizsacker - (1944)
After Moulton and Jeans had shown the many weaknesses to the
Nebular Hypothesis, their own dynamic encounter theories, in one
form or another, were largely in vogue until the early 1940's. Then,
in 1942, Alfvdn presented his electromagnetic theory of the origin and
in 1944, von Weizsacker added several new ideas to. the Nebular Hypothesis
which brought renewed interest to this discarded theory.
Weizsacker assumed the sun already existed and rotated at high
angular speed. In its wanderings through the galaxy, the sun collects
a turbulent, relatively dense interstellar cloud. The composition of
the cloud is given as the same as that of the sun : hydrogen makes up
99% of the mass while the remaining elements contribute 1%. The cloud
particles, because of their turbulent motion, move about the sun in
random gravitational orbits. There is a net resultant angular momentum
of the cloud about some diameter through the sun. The "axis" of the
system is defined as being along this diameter.
To overcome the most prominent short coming of the Laplacian
theory, i.e., that the sun retains too much angular momentum, Weizsacker
introduces the ideas of turbulence and associated friction to the
rotating cloud. The exact mechanism and its implications to the mass
within the disc will be discussed further on.
An important effect of such turbulence is to reduce the majority
of orbits to nearly circular ones about the defined axis. A discoidal
shape to the cloud results from the rotation with a diameter roughly
that of the solar system and perhaps 1/100 as thick. The mass contained
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in the cloud is about 0.1 the amount contained in the sun itself. The
temperature of the disc is assumed to be approximately the same as the
planets at the same distance.
Another effect of friction results from the differential rotation
of the particles. Because particles are in roughly Keplerian orbits, the
inner particle rotate with higher angular speed than the outer ones.
Friction tends to reduce the rotation to that of a solid body, slowing
inner orbiting particles and speeding up outer orbiting particles.
Particles near the sun tend to fall even closer, while outer particles
move further from the sun. In general, dispersal of the nebula is.
promoted.
Weizsacker contends that the state of motions produced by the
induced turbulence will tend toward that which dissipates the least
energy by viscous friction. This state he constructs by considering
the relative orbit of a particle in an elliptical orbit about a particle
in a circular orbit, both having the same period. If we view the motion
of the ellipse following particle from a reference frame centered on the
circle following particle, we would see that the former describes an
ellipse centered on the second particle. If the eccentricity of the one
particle becomes larger, its approximation to an ellipse about the other
diminishes as second order effects become important. For large
departures from circularity, such a configuration as is depicted in
Figure will be approximately correct. The number of vortices in any
annulus is determined by the eccentricity of the elliptical orbits. On
physical grounds, there should be an integral number to any annulus, and
wbwbjl
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For five integral vortices, the eccentricity is given by
e = 0.307.
This gives the following ratio between each successive ring.
1.307
1.693
or W. (26)
Weizsacker considers this relation to be one of the most important
supports for the validity of his theory. For, if one considers the
material of the planets to form in the secondary eddies produced along
the circles of contact between two vortex annuli, then the planets will
be at relative distances given by the equation above. This gives a better
fit to the actual separation of the planets than the celebrated Titius-
Bodes' law seen many- times as
r' . + n
where a and b are constants.
The time for growth of the planets in the boundary area between
the annuli is computed in terms of simple collision-capture theory and
gravitational capture theory when that becomes dominant. The direct rota-
tion of the planets is a result of the retrograde motion in the vortices.
The secondary vortices formed between them all rotate in a forward direction.
For reasonable estimates of the relative speeds between particles in the
boundary regions, a time for planetary growth is computed to be about
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for reasons given below, Weizsacker has chosen five such vortices for each
annulus.
Figure 17
The size of the vortex cell is not arbitrary : a very small
vortex will be characterized by small ellipticities for its outermost
particles. Therefore, the chances are great of encountering particles
with greater ellipticities. These will be favorable for capture and
growth of the small vortex because they will describe orbits completely
outside the existing orbits and thus will preserve the physical arran-
gement which exists already. On the other hand, large vortices will be
most likely to capture particles of smaller ellipticities than make up
their outer orbits thus tending to break down the given arrangement.
Weizsacker suggests an optimum eccentricity to be of a value which will
give five integral vortices per annulus. The separation of rings will
then be given by
______ 
Aphelion distance for a particle with e - optimum
Peribelion distance for the same particle
1 + e max
1 - e max
------  - --- 
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108 years. Since the mean life of the disc has been estimated to be
107 years, this, at first appears excessive. However, one can reason
that before the planets could grow to a size where they could retain
all of the light gases, the bulk of material of the nebula had been
dispersed into space.
The dispersal of 99 percent cE the original nebula also accounts
for the removal of the bulk of angular moment originally possessed by
the sun left over from its initial contraction from the galactic medium.
This was a necessary feature of any new nebular theory to avoid the
fatal short comings of the original versions proposed many years before.
The chief shortcoming of von Weizsacker's theory pointed out by
Kuiper and others later on was the assumption that the vortices produced
would be symmetrical and easily identifiable features of the medium.
Later theorists in turbulence showed that rather than well defined,
regular vortices, the influence of rotation and gravitational forces
would only be to limit the maximum size of any vortex as a function of
distance from the sun's center. Any smaller size would be permissible
within the larger ones, thus disrupting the planet producing process as
outlined above.
Kuiper - (1951)
By extending and modifying von Weizsacker's hypothesis on the
origin of the solar system, Gerard P. Kuiper of the Yerkes Observatory
presented several original and stimulating ideas in his search for an
answer to the problems involved.
Kuiper noted the following characteristics for the planets and
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their satellites:
1. The planets. Their orbits are nearly coplanar and circular.
All revolve about the sun in the same direction and rotate (except for
Uranus) with their equators inclined less than 30* to their orbital
planes. The distances of the planets from the sun exhibit some degree
of regularity. The masses of the four inner planets are low, their
density high; the masses of the Jovian planets are high, their densities
low.
2. The satellites. Satellites vary widely in their physical.
and dynamical characteristics. From the "regular" satellites of Uranus
(low inclination of orbit to planetary equator, small eccentricities,
same sense of motion as the planetary rotation and some degree of reg-
ularity in the distances to the planets), the variability reaches the
other extreme in the irregular system of Neptune and the "binary" pattern
of the earth-moon.
The characteristics noted are mostly mechanical, the most easily
obtained quantities describing the systems. The great similarity in
many of the mechanical features of the planets and their satellites
suggested to Kuiper like many others a similar mechanism of origin.
The formation of the planets from a near collision of another
star has been shown to be unsatisfactory. The dynamic encounter theories
suggested that a filament of gas was extracted from the sun during the
encounter which cooled and subdivided into the planets. N'lke (1930)
proved that this filament would dissipate rapidly due to gravitational
forces since it was far within the Roche limit (the distance from a
massive body where the force of gravitational attraction between two
- 11 KIK600M.-
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smaller masses just equals the tidal separation force due to the
massive body.) It was also shown by Spitzer (1939) that radiative
effects would also tend to disrupt the filament.
The solar nebula theory, then, is adopted by Kuiper as the
antecedent of the planets and satellites. It consisted of a tenuous
distribution of matter around the sun out to the present limits of the
solar system. From the present amount of heavy matter remaining in
the planets, the original mass of the nebula must have been 100 times
the present mass of the planets or 0.1 the mass of the sun. This is
assuming that its composition was similar to interstellar and stellar
matter.
It is interesting to note that double stars or "binaries" make
up roughly 50% of the star population. The number of binaries which
have mass ratios in the vicinity of 0.1 are 20% of these. Therefore,
the frequency of the planetary systems is estimated to be one for
every 100-1000 stars.
The full understanding of Kuiper's theory may be better un-
derstood if we once again examine Weizsacker's analysis of the solar
nebula evolution.
Analogous to the theories of Kant, Laplace and Roche, this
theory uses a closed system, without outside interference. The galactic
cloud from which our galaxy formed was assumed to be in turbulent motion.
The velocity of the turbulent elements is taken to have been around
20 km/sec, from the peculiar motions of stars and the velocities observed
in interstellar gas. Its density must have been 10 atoms/cm 3. The peri-
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pheral velocity of a typical swirling eddy about its center of gravity
was close to the relative velocities between eddies. In this way the
correct order of size for the eddy which formed the planets may be found.
The solar nebula, either the outer part of the solar eddy
(as Weizsacker assumes) or an eddy captured by the sun, is shown to
have a very much greater density than the galactic cloud. From the
assumed mass of 0.1 of the sun's mass and the rough size of the solar
system today, a density of 10~9 cgs is determined. Its shape is a
flattened disc whose vertical dimensions are taken to be one fifteenth
of its radial size. (This is suggested by the inclinations of the
present planetary orbits).
Weizsacker then asks what form the eddies will take to dissipate
theleast amount of energy by viscosity. The result is a system of bean
shaped eddies arranged in concentric circles about the sun (Figure 17).
The number of eddies per ring is arbitrary within wide limits but
Weizsacker chose five so that the radial distances between vortex rings
would represent the distance ratios between the planets.
Many theorists felt that the nebular hypothesis of Kant and
Laplace was greatly weakened because the nebula was inside the Roche
limit for density and consequently the cloud could not condense.
Weizsacker implied that condensation would have proceeded wherever the
gas was super-saturated. He assumed further that the actual condensation
began in the area where two radially consecutive primary eddies touch,
an area where a "roller bearing" eddy would exist. These roller bearing
eddies would be rotating in the same direction as the solar nebula since
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the primary eddies are, by the original definition of their make up,
rotating in a retrograde manner, with respect to their own axes. The
roller bearing eddies would soon develop large enough masses so that
.their gravitational attraction would collect more particles than just
those which directly collide with it and the process of growth would
accelerate. This was the birth of the planets.
Time considerations and turbulence theory developed after
Weizsacker's hypothesis was presented have shown there are fundamental
weaknesses in the eddy picture. First, the nicely symmetrical picture
of ever increasing eddy size dependent on the distance from the sun, is
not in step with modern turbulence theory. Though the maximum size an
eddy can have is dependent upon its distance from the sun, all smaller
sizes are also permissible. These eddies are also constantly changing
their ahapes and orientations, so that their lifetime is not long enough
for planetesimal condensation to begin. The three main difficulties of
Weizsacker's theory summarized are : 1) the half life of the solar nebula
is not long enough to allow for planetary accretion merely by particle
capture and later by gravitational attraction. 2) the conclusion that
the rotation of the planets is direct because they were spawned in the
roller bearing eddies implies that these roller bearings persisted for
almost the complete life of the planetary accretion process. And 3),
the idea that particles will "stick" together when they collide is a
highly idealized viewpoint.
Kuiper comes to the conclusion that the roller bearing eddies
are far more transient than even presented above since eddies in collision
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will set up shock waves with high temperatures which will rapidly
dissipate any roller bearing eddies very efficiently. The inescapable
conclusion is that the primary vortices are those from which the
planets formed.
The problem now is to find some mechanism which will allow
enough time for the planetesimals to form. From the preceding arguments
based on turbulence, a density of 10~9 is not enough for accretion to
start. However, Kuiper injects into his hypothesis at this point the
idea of the Roche density which, as defined above, is the density at
which a gas cloud will have self-gravitation equal to the solar tide.
When the cloud exceeds this density sufficiently, depending on the
pressure due to turbulence, it will be gravitationally stable and
proceed toward accretion unhampered. This hypothesis that the solar
nebula broke up into stable units at the Roche density is considerably
strengthened by empirical evidence.
The time which the solar disc needed to contract to a flatness
which provided a density equal to the Roche density is dependent upon
the origin of the cloud. In the case where the sun captured a cold
cloud, a rapid initial collapse of the cloud would occur to a flattened
configuration with roughly circular orbits for the particles making it
up. The time needed for break up, then, above the Roche density would
be of the order of 105 years. If, however, the original nebula was left
from a contracting sun shedding matter at its equator as it contracted,
then the model would not apply until the sun had contracted to within
the orbit of Mercury. In this case the solar nebula existed about
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10 years. This would mean that the Jovian planets would be formed
first, and the terrestrial planets last.
The mass of the protoplanets which formed at the local Roche
densities may be computed on the assumption that the planets are
essentially unchanged in position relative to the sun from their posi-
tions when they were formed. It is found that the masses of the proto-
planets were within a factor of four of being similar and all close to
0.01 the mass of the sun. The ratio of the mass of the protoplanets
to the present mass of the planets shows a great deal more variability.
The range is from about 1.10 for the log of the ratio M(PP)/M(P) for
Jupiter to 4.14 for Mars, where M(PP) - the mass of the newly segregated
protoplanet, and M(P) = the mass of the planet today. The larger the
original protoplanet, the lower the mass lost while evolving to its
present size. On the basis of the assumption that the earth retained
most of its heavy precipitate, then Jupiter and Saturn have a heavy
core three to four times the mass of the earth. Uranus a minimum ratio
of two times and Neptune 1.5 that of the earth.
The satellites of the planets also are assumed to have formed
in a smaller scale version of the protoplanets evolution from a nebular
disc. Since the protoplanets must already have formed when the satellites
condensed, then the Roche density for the satellites must have been much
higher than for the planets themselves. This is borne out by observation.
The next logical question which presents itself is the seg-
regation of the planets. What is the reason that only nine planets
formed, and not more or less? Why did not a single companion of the sun
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result or rings like Saturn?
It is found from the restricted three body problem modified
to take into account the disc shape of the protoplanet that the mass
of a protoplanet divided by the mass of the sun is given closely by
P M(valid for 0.1 < A< 0.4)
where M(PP) and M(S) are the masses of the protoplanet and sun
respectively, R - the mean effective radius of the protoplanet in the
direction of the sun, and a = the distance from the sun. If we now
define a "standard" solar nebula having a constant amount of mass per
unit interval of log(a) (or surface density dropping off as a-2 ), and
use the relationship that the dimension of the solar nebula perpendicular
to its radial plane diminishes by (a- ), then we can find a density
standard incorporating the Roche density and the above conditions. It
is given by
2
- M(S)/30a .
Any solar nebula density distribution may now be given by
0-C 0 i:-
C may be a function of (a) and will depend upon the temperature
distribution in the nebula. Using the equation for the ratio of proto-
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planet mass of the sun above, C is found to be 9.5 (R/a)
If we now introduce the Bode factor, B, for the ratio an+1/an'
we find that it is, in the light of the previous discussion, determined
dynamically by the density distribution in the solar nebula. This is
rather than the previously accepted interpretation based on turbulence
theory and the derived equation XM =oKa for the largest eddy which
would be produced in the turbulent gas nebula.
' Further investigation-of the consequences of different values
for C shows that for C >> 1, segregation of the solar nebula could
occur long before the vertical contraction of the cloud had been completed.
The result would be the formation of a typical binary star, whose mass
would exceed 0.1 the mass of the sun. For C<< 1, the conclusion
reached is that the solar nebula could not form planets at all but
innumerable small condensations would occur.
Will the above formulation properly answer the problem of the
rotation of the planets and the formation of the satellites? Kuiper's
explanation pictures the protoplanets soon after formation as being
very strongly affected by solar tides. So strongly will this influence
be felt that the protoplanets will quickly transfer any excessive angular
momentum to the sun and rotate synchronously. Further contraction will
eventually cause most of the planets to break away from synchronism and
rotate more rapidly than their orbital periods. This means the planets
will rotate directly, for all distances from the sun.
'Quantitatively, if the theory is consistent, the present angular
momentum per unit mass of the planets must be less than that in the
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protoplanets when rotating synchronously. The average angular momentum
per unit mass of the protoplanet is ;L , where R6 and U4 are
the radius and angular velocity of the disc, the latter being equal on
assumption to the orbital angular speed. The present planets angular
momentum is given by W tOV , if the planet is homogeneous.
We will assume for simplicity that both disc and planet have the same
density departures from homogeneity and thus the errors will cancel.
Equating the two expressions with a factor Q, we get
Rr -z GtpR'wa
and ask what Q, is.
For all the planets the value of Q turns out to be << 1. QP for
Jupiter - 1:1600, for Saturn 1:4000, Uranus 1:16,000, Neptune 1:24,000.
The satellites also show the values for Qp4l. However, these are in
much smaller ratios than for the planets.
It is concluded that the planets contain now only a small fraction
of the rotational angular momentum per unit mass which they possessed as-
synchronously rotating protoplanets. Solar tides were responsible for
first building up the angular momentum then reducing it again as the
protoplanets condensed. This reduction was augmented by the escape of
matter from the periphery of the planet.
The same procedure can explain the satellites rotation about the
planets except those which are moving in retrograde motion. Two possi-
bilities are suggested to explain these retrograde satellites. When
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the protoplanets were large, the outer fringes may have been in contact,
causing some clouds to move in a retrograde direction. These could then
have coalesced as retrograde satellites. However, if the protoplanet
then shed a considerable quantity of its mass, these fringe satellites
would have been lost. The other possibility is that some of these
satellites originally shed were later recaptured when the protoplanet
was almost reduced to its final size. These could rotate directly or
retrograde.
The question of the obliquities of the planets to their
respective orbits is discussed by Kuiper in terms of tidal torques
caused by uneven shedding of matter. This subject, however, is
recognized as still not fully understood.
The last problem discussed by Kuiper in his article is also
very much open to debate. This is the ejection of the great majority
of matter of which the protoplanets originally were composed. It is
estimated from present composition of the planets to be 99% of the
original mass of the solar nebula. It is concluded from angular
momentum arguments that the ejection was mostly radial, energy for
the process supplied by the radiant heat from the sun. The mechanism
of this loss is not understood, moreso because it must also explain
considerable losses of solid material. The latter is implied from the
original masses of the terrestrial protoplanets.
This shedding of material into space poses another problem.
Where did this matter go, 99 times more massive than the planets of the
present solar system? Suggestions of dispersal are the solar wind and
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magnetic couplings between the sun and the ionized particles. No
widely accepted theory exists.
In summary, then, Kuiper's model of the origin of the solar
system depends upon gravitationally stabilized clouds coalescing out
of a massive (0.1 M(S)) solar nebula. The nebula, due to rotation
and contraction, forms a flat disc. Protoplanets are spawned when
the density of the disc exceeds the Roche density. The protoplanets
as first conceived are 100 times more massive than todays planets.
They are formed at their respective positions relative to the sun due
to dynamical reasons dependent upon the density distribution of the
original nebular disc. They form their own nebular discs which when
densities are well above the Roche values coalesce into satellites.
Tidal forces of the sun initially cause the protoplanets to rotate
synchronously but as they contract all acquire direct rotations excepting
only those very close to the sun. The protoplanets shed 99% of their
matter as they contract to their present size. How this matter is
ejected and where it has gone remains unanswered.
Hoyle - (1960)
'Fred Hoyle has made several contributions to solar system
cosmogony which deserve separate places in the chronological order of
ideas. However, we will limit ourselves to the two ideas which bear
most importantly on planetary evolution.
In 1944, Hoyle, like most other cosmogonists, was still most
concerned with a cataclysmic origin to the solar system. Already,
encounters between the sun and a single star had given way to encounters
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between a wandering star and a binary companion of the sun. Further
along the same path, rotational instability of a binary system attached
to the sun was suggested as a source of the planetary material. All
hypotheses answered some of the questions which arise in solar system
cosmogony, but none answered enough to be accepted as the correct
evolutionary theory.
Adding another variation to these single and double companion
theories, Hoyle proposed in 1944 that the planets were.the remnants of
a companion to the sun which exploded as a supernova.
The sun's companion was located roughly at the orbital distance
of Jupiter. When it exploded, it separated roughly into two halves
which receded at a velocity far above the velocity of escape from the sun.
However, left between the two-receding parts was a filament of debris
which did not have a high velocity with respect to the sun. When the
exploded pieces had roughly receded from one another to distances greater
than Jupiter's orbit, they nolonger exercised gravitational control over
the parts of the filament near the center of gravity of the nova (which,
of course, did not change from before to aftei the explosion). The amount
of filamentary material captured by the sun was of the order of
Orbital velocity of nova before outburst
Relative velocity of pieces of nova after outburst
where m is the total mass of the filament. Using the orbital speed of
Jupiter (13 km/sec) as approximating the orbital speed of the star before
outburst and the observed velocity of the remains to actual nova
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outburst (about 2000 km/sec), the magnitude of the filament m is
calculated to be 1/10 of a solar mass. This amount of material is
pointed out to be physically realistic.
The question of thermal energy in the filament being enough
to dissipate the debris is dealt with by considering the equilibrium
temperature of the filament from the radiation received from the two
receding pieces of the nova. The temperature of the filament will be
given by the hottest part of the split nova times a reduction factor
based on distance. Such a reduction factor will be given by
Radius of hotter piece
ASeparation of the pieces%
Using the solar radius as similar to the largest half of the
nova, the reduction factor is about 10 -E when the two pieces of
material are removed a distance equal to the orbit of Jupiter. (Radius
of Jupiter's orbit 2 103 solar radii). And, if we use a representative
value of 105 degrees for the surface temperature of the hottest piece,
then the surface temperature of the filamentary debris is about 3 X 104
degrees absolute. Hoyle uses an analysis by Wildt (1938) which shows
that the average atomic weight of matter in the solar system is about 10.
And, for this atomic weight, calculations show that the temperature
computed above is low enough for the gravitational attraction of the sun
to dominate over the thermal dissipation. Thus, the filament material
would be captured by the sun.
Hoyle (1945) used observational data from the Crab Nebula to
alter some of the arguments outlined above. The observed supernova threw
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off diffuse matter rather than splitting into two parts. However, the
need for large masses of cast off matter is very well satisfied; the
crab nebula's receding material is estimated to be 15 solar masses. It
-is also seen that the asymmetry of the ejected material is large enough
to allow for sufficient planetary material to be available for capture
if there were a companion star. The apparent energies involved in the
break up of the original material of the crab nebula are enough to cause
a companion of the sun, at Jupiter's orbit, to be removed to infinity.
Therefore, with the added assumption that the sun would be able to
capture some small part of the very large mass that a supernova such as
the crab nebula has ejected, the original plausibility for such a
mechanism remains.
In later years, Hoyle became interested in the work done by
both Alfvdn and von Weizsacker. In 1955, he suggested a modified version
of the electromagnetic origin to the solar nebula which Alfvdn had
initiated some years back. The more complete version, published in
1960, remains today probably the most widely accepted hypothesis for
the origin of the solar system. A satisfactory explanation of the
very low angular momentum per unit mass of the sun is a natural conse-
quence of the theory. The differences between the origin of planetary
satellite systems and the origin of the planets themselves is suggested
to be found in the differences between the electromagnetic interaction
- which primaries and secondaries of each type experience.
The central problem which Hoyle proceeds to attack is associated
with the fact that the planets possess 50,000 times the angular momentum
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per unit mass as the material in the sun. He refers to look at the
question as why does the sun possess so little rather than why do the
planets contain so much.
It can be easily shown that the sun would rotate with a speed
of the order of light if it were compressed isotropically from the
interstellar medium conserving angular momentum as it contracted. Hoyle,
therefore concludes that angular momentum cannot be conserved during
the formation of the solar star.
Magnetic coupling between material elements is believed to exist
throughout the interstellar medium. Torques transmitted by these magnetic
fields are believed to transfer angular momentum from the condensing star
to the surrounding gas. However, Hoyle quotes Mestel and Spitzer (1956),
who conclude that for stars to form, a condensing gas must be able to
slip across the magnetic field lines. During these times the magnetic
field will have little chance to influence the condensation.
Based on these requirements, Hoyle proposes three parts to the
formation of a star condensing out of the galactic medium:
1) An initial phase in which the magnetic field lines are frozen
into the medium and angular momentum is efficiently transferred from
the condensaton to the gas.
2) A second phase in which rapid shrinkage of the solar mass
takes place. Particles slip across the field lines readily and angular
momentum is conserved during this period.
3) A final phase in which magnetic transport of angular momentum
occurs as the mass slowly contracts to the main sequence of stars.
The three phases have physical interpretations which may be
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checked for plausibility and drawn upon for implications to the final
configuration of the system.
Table 4 , reproduced from Hoyle, lists tentative values for
important parameters during the condensation process:
Phase Mean Angular Magnetic
Density Velocity Intensity Radius
(gm/cc), (sec-l) (gauss) (cm)
Beginning of (L) 10-24 10-15 10-5
End of (1) 10-18 10-15 101
End of (2) 10-12 10 11  10 1 1015
End of (3) 1 10 1011
Table 4
The values taken for the beginning of phase (1) are those found in the
general galactic medium. The angular velocity is associated with the
general rotation of the galaxy. At the end of phase (1) changes will
have occurred in the density and magnetic field strength but the
angular velocity will not be changed. At best, the relative rotation
between the condensing material and the surrounding gas will be reduced.
Through phase (2) angular momentum will be conserved so that the angular
velocity of the condensation will be increased. The magnetic field
strength will not change since material is slipping across the lines
of force. The end of phase (2) is signalled by adiabatic increase in the
temperature of the condensation to a level at which metals begin to
ionize - about 10 3K. The radius at which such a temperature would be
reached is 1015 cm. The magnetic lines of force are again constrained
to move with the material lines so that by the end of phase (3), magnetic
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intensity would increase to 10 gauss at a final density of 1 gm/cc and
radius of 10 1cm.
7
The value of 10 gauss at a density of 1 gm/cc if reduced by a
three dimension volume expansion compares well with sunspots which have
intensities of the order of 103 gauss at densities of 10-6 gm/cc.
An important check of the angular momentum may be made at the
end of phase (2). If we assume the condensing mass does not yet have
a high central concentration, the angular momentum is roughly ) Mrs W
33 -'15 - -1 -
where M 2 X 10 gin, r 10 cm, and "E10~ sec . The angular
tobeaou K151 2 sec 1
momentum is then computed to be about 8 X 10 gm cm see. This
figure coincides with the angular momentum that would be in the planets
of the solar system if we restore enough hydrogen and helium to the
planets so that they contain the same proportion bf light to heavier
elements as solar material.
In particular, Uranus and Neptune must be composed mostly of
the common non-metals (C, 0, N, and Ne perhaps). To bring the ratio of
these elements to hydrogen to the same as found in the sun, 100 times
as much hydrogen and helium must be added. 3000 earth masses will now
be the relative weight of these two planets, becoming much more important
than even Jupiter and Saturn, both of which would need small corrections
only to restore the solar proportions. The total mass of the planetary
material under the above assumption would be 1 percent of the solar mass
and not 1/10 percent represented by the planets today.
A direct calculation will now show that the total angular momentum
51 2 -
with the added material would be 4X 10 gm em see.
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Using this value for the angular momentum possessed by the
condensatbn at the end of phase (2), Hoyle first proves that purely
hydrodynamic processes will not provide a mean for reducing this very
,high figure to one closer to that of the sun today. A brief summary
of his reasoning behind such a conclusion is valuable to follow.
Hoyle assumes that the condensing body : 1) rotates as a solid,
2~. 2
and 2) that its radius of gyration can be approximated by k = 0.1 r
Then, if M is the mass of the condensation, r its radius at the equator,
and -D. its angular speed, the angular momentum is given as
O. 1 M r 2. S + to go tr* seet ,
Conditions for rotational instability require
(27)
where C is the universal gravitational constant. Solving for r between
these two equations gives the onset of instability at
12
r ~ 3 X 10 cm
approximately the orbit of Mercury.
If we now follow the classical pattern for rotational instability
formulated by Jeans, we will see that the solar condensation takes on a
lenticular shape with sharpened edges in the equatorial plane. Shrinkage
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below the size computed for the onset of instability will cause material
to be ejected through the flattened edges of the cloud so that the
angular momentum of the condensing mass is reduced. If we assume that
the cloud is always on the verge of rotational instability and that
angular momentum is only reduced by the shedding of matter through the
equatorial periphery, then the relation between matter shed and reduction
of angular momentum will be
'ro 7 73 'S t5 dt (28)
The equation states that the rate of loss of angular momentum of the
main body is approximately equal to the angular momentum of the infini-
tesimal amount of matter lost at the equator. It is approximate because
we are assuming k ^ 0.1 r2 and approximating the circular velocity at
the equator by using the spherical value for gravitational attraction
rather than one based on the lenticular shape. Using the equation for
rotational instability (eq.27) and the rate of angular momentum loss
above (eq. 28), we may eliminate w and produce the equation
A formal integration of the equation leads to
it, J . 1h M (29)
Showing roo M . If we substitute a value of 1 3 X 10 12cm
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for Ir (beginning of instability) and o 7 X 10 . for rZ (present
size of the sun), then
or, the material in the disc will constitute about 1/4 the mass in the
final configuration of the central body.
It is immediately obvious that the results obtained above bear
no resemblance to the solar system as- we know it. Several fundamental
differences which appear are :
1) Unless material may be somehow shed into space or reabsorbed
into the sun, bodies condensing from the material available will be of
stellar masses.
2) The orbits of any bodies produced will be within the orbit
of Mercury and thus have periods measured in days.
3) The main body will be left in a state of rapid rotation.
Attempts to overcome the difficulties by purely hydrodynamical
means end in failure. If one attempts to add more angular momentum
to the system, both 1) and 3) are aggravated. If one attempts to use
turbulent friction as a means of transferring angular momentum from
sun to disc, one must assume that angular speed decreases with increasing
radius. Even so, the orbital speeds of the particles in the disc which
are in contact with the sun must be equal to the circular velocity at
this radius. Thus, they can never reduce the rotational speed of the
sun along its equator below this value. Some new approach must be found.
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The new mechanism for transporting angular momentum away from
the sun is based on magnetic torques. The roots for such an explanation
lie in the work done by Alfvdn (1954) on the effects of the electro-
-magnetic field in solar system cosmogony.
Several assumptions must be made to support such an idea. First
the magnetic field must corotate with the sun. Second, it must be
assumed that the inner edge of the disc eventually must retreat to a
distance which gives its circular velocity an equal or lower value than
the present angular speed of the sun. And third, one must assume that
the mechanism continues to operate even though a gap opens up between the
sun and retreating disc.
The first assumption must be fairly well satisfied if the con-
ductivity of the solar material is high enough. Such conditions are
believed to exist in the sun's interior.
The second assumption may be checked by asking at what distance
the circular velocity will give an angular velocity equal to the sun's
present angular velocity. Serious doubts about the validity of the
theory would arise if this minimum distance were outside Mercury's
orbit for instance. The angular speed of the sun is now ~ 2,7 1 10-6
sec'. The radius which this requires may be found from the condition
L7 I to set (30)
In this case, a * 3 X 10 12cm, the same distance at which the original
condensation became rotationally unstable, and roughly the distance of
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Mercury's orbit.
The third assumption may be seem later on to be safely satisfied
for certain minimum constraints on material in the gap.
The sequence of events which Hoyle believes to have taken place
are the following:
1) Similar to the purely rotational problem already presented,
the condensing solar material became rotationally unstable when its
radius was ev 3 X 10 12cm. A lenticular shape was formed which allowed-
material to escape through the sharp equatorial edges. The ejected
material circulated about the central condensation in approximately
circular orbits.
2) Almost immediately after the rotational instability set in,
a strong magnetic coupling was set up between the disc and the shrinking
sun; strong enough to ensure that the angular speed of the sun was
always very near the same as the inner edge of the disc. And, rather
than a continuous shedding of material into the disc the whole time the
sun was condensing, the reduced angular speed soon allowed the gravita-
tional attraction to exceed the centrifugal acceleration. Thus the disc
separated from the sun and no new material was added to the disc.
3) The magnetic torques caused most of the material of the
disc to spiral outward to great distances from the sun.
To understand the mechanics of the angular momentum transfer,
consider the two diagrams in Figures (L8) and Q9). The magnetic lines
of force produced by the sun close on themselves by leaving the surface
of the sun passing through space in the region of the gap and enter the
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receding disc. They reverse in the disc and return to the sun below
the sheet of material shown to exist in the equatorial plane.
Figure 18
The sheet of material is vital to the success of the mechanism
even though it may be a very diffuse layer. The layer primarily acts to
absorb the compressive force normal to the plane of the sun's equator.
The only necessary condition for the penetration of the magnetic
field into the disc is that it does reach the innermost edges. Angular
momentum may be further diffused outward from this region by turbulent
friction.
Figure 19
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A polar view of the magnetic field is seen in Figure (9). Why
the field appears as it does may be understood from the following
physical reasoning. The lines of force emerging from the surface of
the sun are the same in number that enter the disc. Sufficient
conductivity of both the solar condensation and the disc will cause
the magnetic lines to be essentially "frozen" into the material. As
the sun shrinks, its angular velocity increases causing the magnetic
lines to trail out to the disc edge. Because the same number of lines
of force leave the sun as enter the disc, the flux and therefore the
intensity of the field will be greater at the surface of the sun than
at the surface of the disc. This causes the field to be stiffer at
the sun than at the disc and consequently the field lines will at first
tend to accumulate in the disc.
As more and more windings are stored in the disc, the angles
G and # increase toward W/a . When 0 finally exceeds %T4 , the
magnetic pressure at the surface of the sun is directed with a component
into the interior and windings begin to accumulate in the sun.
Since we are assuming that the conductivity is very high, the
magnetic lines must carry fluid with them as they sink into the con-
densation. Hoyle postulates that the deep convective layer of a dwarf
star such as the sun is an important mechanism to aid in the accumulation
of field lines.
The final expression'for the angular momentum transferred in
V seconds, over a distance b separating the solar condensation and
the discs inner edge, with the radial component of the magnetic field
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given by Ar is shown to be ~ V 6 I . Therefore, if we now sub-
stitute the value 10 1 sec for i'(Kelvin - Helmholtz contraction time
for solar condensation), 3 X 10 12cm for b (radius where onset of rota-
tional instability occurs), and require that the total angular momentum
be equal to the total we have already computed for the solar system
planetary materialwe find that when
then 8, 9'.- . <pss
a value in close agreement with the value which is believed today to
describe the general magnetic field of the sun.
For the events above to take place, a certain conductivity
within the disc must be maintained so that ohmic losses will not dissipate
the magnetic field and thus eliminate the dynamic connection between
condensation and disc. From purely thermodynamic considerations, the
degree of ionization required to provide for the necessary conductivity
at the edges of the disc cannot be maintained. However, from considering
the disposition of energy released in the contraction process, one
must conclude that much of it is stored in the compressed windings of
the solar body. High magnetic pressures will cause mechanical compen-
sations in the interior which ultimately will be seen as heat energy
and manifested as much higher solar activity.' The effects of this higher
solar activity are expected to produce the ionization necessary to
maintain the high conductivity in the disc.
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We may now consider the formation of the planets and their
satellites. Three different subsystems are apparent : the major
planets, composed of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune; the terrestrial
planets composed of Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, and the regular satellite
systems of Jupiter and Saturn.-
The distinguishing features of the terrestrial planets are
the following :
1) Masses of the planets are small compared to the total mass
of the planetary disc.
2) The materials they are composed of are mostly of low vola-
tility.
3) The orbits of all the terrestrial planets lie within the
regions where the bulk of planetary material exists.
All of these features may be explained by examining the processes
occurring within the disc as it acquires angular momentum and recedes
from the sun.
At the onset of instability, the radius of the solar condensation
was roughly 3 X 10 12cm. The temperature at the surface could not have
been much above 1000*K. At this temperature, the metals, silicates and
other low volatility materials must have been condensed into solid
smoke-like particles. If such particles could have been left behind
as' the gas was swept out to larger radii, we would have the right
compositional material for the terrestrial planets.
Computations using the Stoke's formula for the force on a body
moving through a gaseous medium indicate that agglomerations below the
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size of about 100 cm in size will be swept along by the gas. The
question of the initial growth of particles to this size depends upon
their chemical and physical characteristics and thus upon their formation
initially. It is not completely clear how such growth could take place,
only that if the theory is basically correct, this seems to be a necessary
corollary.
From earlier considerations, the total mass contained in the
planetary material when we raised the composition of Uranus and Saturn
to cosmical proportions was 3000 earth masses. If the ratios found
in the cosmos of magnesium, silicon and iron to the lighter elements
are used to estimate how much low volatility material there is in
3000 earth masses, we come up with 'V 5 earth masses. Thus one half
of the available low volatility matter must condense out and be left
behind.
The major planets resulted from the condensation of water and
ammonia which first occurred at distances of the order of 10'4 cm (Hoyle
quotes Urey (1952, p.120). Particles of size less than 10 meters
were swept further out with the disc. But larger condensations remained
behind to form the planets Jupiter and Saturn. Further out, the nuclei
to Uranus and Saturn were probably also formed from this type material.
Oxygen makes up about 1 per cent of cosmical abundances. We
would expect that the ice particles grew rapidly so that very soon
gravitational accretion became important. However, it is here that
our assumption must be made upon which the differences in composition
between Jupiter-Saturn and Uranus-Neptune may be postulated : by the
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time the aggregations of Uranus and Neptune were large enough to
attract substantial amounts of gas by gravitational attraction, the
bulk of the gas had been thermally dissipated into space.
The necessary conditions are quite possible. In the time scale
we have considered for the sun to condense, t t 1ro seconds, we
would need a gas temperature of only 75* K to dissipate the gas. Again
quoting Urey (1952, p.118), Hoyle points out this is the expected
temperature of the gas with the water vapor, ammonia, etc. still in it.
And, it is likely that with the removal of these constituents, the
temperature of the gas would be even higher.
The loss of gas may be easily understood by realizing that at
the orbital distance of Uranus, the escape velocity to infinity is
10 km/sec. The circular velocity is 7 km/sec, leaving only 3 km/sec
to be made up by the thermal energy of the particle.
The final consideration which we must make is to suggest the
difference of origin between the planets and their satellites.
Starting with a calculation of Hoyle (1946) showing that the
planets would have an axial rotation of about 3 times what they have
now if they condensed from a gaseous disc about the sun, we assume
that they were rotationally unstable and shed a disc of material.
However, from the densities of the regular satellites of Jupiter and
Saturn, it is apparent that they are composed of low volatility
elements which could not have made up more than 1/10 of the original mass
shed.
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If we use the small deviations from regularity of the Galilean
Satellites as indicative of there being formed at the same time as
Jupiter, and the more random nature of the remaining small ones as
indications that they have been captured since Jupiter formed, then
we may increase the mass of the former bodies to give a disc roughly
1/5 the mass of the planet itself. And this value is surprisingly
consistent with the mass needed to bring Jupiter into a state of stable
rotation assuming that it was removed to a distance approximating
the furthest Galilean satellite, Callisto.
Summarizing, we have the following characteristics for the
satellites and their formation
1) The parent disc is of the same order, but less than,
the mass of the shedding body,
2) The satellites are close in to their primaries.
3) The central bodies are left in states of rapid rotation.
Already, we have shown that these are characteristics of
bodies produced without the magnetic coupling and angular momentum
transfer that we have hypothesized for the planets. This fact,
Hoyle suggests as the central difference between the origin of the
planets and the regular satellites of the major planets. This is
consistent with the fact that probably only a very low ratio of ions
to neutral particles existed in the planetary discs; too low for
magnetic coupling to be effective.
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3. ANGULAR MOMENTUM CONSIDERATIONS.
OF THE SOLAR NEBULA.
We have seen in the second section of this paper that the
process which has given us the present distribution of angular momentum
in the Solar System has been difficult to identify. In this third
section, we will : A) cursorily review the explanations given in the
second section for the present angular momentum distribution, and,
B) present the results of a numerical experiment in which certain ideas
concerning the flux of angular momentum in rotating gaseous clouds in
space are applied to a hypothetical model of the solar nebula.
If the reader will recall, four distinct mechanisms were
called upon by the authors reviewed in the second section to explain
how our Solar System evolved : 1) rotational instability of the con-
densing sun, 2) a dynamic encounter between the sun and a passing star,
3) the breakup of one or perhaps two solar companions, and 4) hydromagne-
tic effects on gaseous clouds about the sun.
If may be recalled further that the primary reason why so
many models were tried and discarded was their inadequacy in explaining
the present peculiar angular momentum distribution between the sun
and planets, where we have seen that the ratio of angular momentum per
unit mass in the planets to that in the sun is 50,000 : 1.
The Kant-Laplace idea of rotational instability was shown to
completely ignore the dynamical consequences of such an occurrence.
Moulton (1900) and Jeans (1919) demonstrated that for such a beginning
to the Solar System, the angular momentum content of the sun should
keep it on the verge of instability, causing a bulging shape at the
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equator, and a very short rotational period. Hoyle (1960) further
showed that a massive disc must be the consequence of rotational
instability.
Chamberlin and Moulton (1916) in an attempt to circumvent
the shortcomings of the Laplacian viewpoint, produced the first dynamic
encounter theory. Angular momentum acquired from a passing massive
star almost cancelled the primal rotation of the sun and endowed the
planets with their high angular momentum per unit mass. Later, Jeans
(1919) and Jeffreys (1924) both used this explanation in somewhat
modified forms in their own theories of evolution. But Russel (1935),
lucidly illustrated the implausible nature of dragging material out of
the sun for very large distances and releasing it almost perpendicularly
to the direction of travel of the receding stellar body.
Russel (1935)suggested an alternative which avoided the
complication which he criticized in the other cataclysmic theories.
In it, a dynamic encounter between a passing star and a binary com-
panion of the sun provided enough debris to form the planets. The sun
was rotating quite slowly before and after the encounter. The primary
angular momentum of the planets is supplied by the momentum of the
binary companion, and the passing star now functions only to carry off
the majority of mass originally contained in the binary.
Variations upon the binary theme were composed from time
to time by Lyttleton (1936) and Hoyle (1944), but the explanadon for
the present angular momentum distribution remained essentially unchanged.
The cataclysmic theories eventually were discarded because
of thermodynamic inconsistencies as much as the fortuitous dynamic
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assumptions which were necessary to make them viable hypotheses.
An entirely new approach was introduced by Alfvsn (1954)
who envisioned an electromagnetically controlled evolution. The
most significant contribution of his theory qualitatively explained
how the magnetic field of the forming solar condensatbn could transport
angular momentum from the sun to a cloud of ionized particles surrounding
it. The high rate of rotation of the sun would thus be slowed and the
cloud of initially non-rotating ionized particles, which were isotro-
pically distributed about the sun, would be collected in the magnetic.
equatorial plane to form planets. Alfvdnis theory provided the first
explanation of the Solar System which was able to show the formation of
sun and planets by a process which simultaneously explained the angular
momentum distribution as we see it today.
Returning to a modified form of the Nebula Hypothesis, von
Weizsacker (1944) introduced the concept of turbulent eddies within a
cold solar nebula which he believed would be capable of transporting
angular momentum radially away from the sun and into the cloud. Later
turbulence theory, and an analysis by Kuiper (1951) showed that a
certain amount of over simplification by von Weizsacker negated his
conclusions. Modifications by Kuiper, to incorporate modern knowledge
of turbulence, alleviated some of the problems of von Weizsacker's theory
but retained the feature of transporting angular momentum radially
through turbulent eddies. This mechanism was shown to be incapable
slowing the sun down by Hoyle (1960) when he pointed out that any
particles which are in contact with the sun at its equatorial periphery
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must be in orbit at the circular velocity corresponding to the sun's
radius. Consequently, the sun can never be slowed by this mechanism.
Finally, Hoyle (1960), produced a theory accounting for the
anomalous distribution of angular momentum by combining the concepts of
rotational instability, and transfer of angular momentum both magneti-
cally and by turbulent eddies. His explanation attempted to show that
a natural process of every star like the sun would be the production
of some form of satellites or residual gas cloud, leaving the star
itself with relatively small values for angular momentum per unit mass,
and the satellites produced with relatively large values.
It seems apparent that of all the ideas presented, the last
is most plausible as an explanation of why the sun rotates so slowly.
It requires certain assumptions, however, concerning the ionization
within the original cloud and the rotationally produced planetary
nebula which are crucial to its arguments. The mechanism cannot act
upon a neutral gas or without.a thin sheet of ionized material between
the sun and disc. It depends on essentially a dipole configuration of
the sun's magnetic field of approximately 1 gauss in strength, which the
sun seems to show most of the time, but certainly not always.
It is clear, then, from the brief review above that even
though many ideas exist about how the angular momentum has come to
be distributed as it is, no one can say for sure that any one mecha-
nism or combination of processes is the right one.
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It is, therefore, important that new mechanisms which show
promise should be investigated thoroughly.
With this thought in mind, it is instructive to consider
certain new developments in celestial mechanics originating from studies
of the circulation of our terrestrial atmosphere. Reference is made
primarily to the work of Starr and Peixoto (1962) and Starr (1963) in
which several modes of angular momentum transfer in a galactic nebula
are discussed. It is shown that if certain asymmetries exist in the
density distribution of a rotating disclike cloud of gas, angular
momentum may redistribute itself in two ways dependendent upon this
distribution.
Consider Figure 1. If we assume that mass 1 and mass 2
both occur in the x-y plane, then, from Newtonian mechanics, the
magnitude of the force exerted on m by m because of gravitation,
may be written as
F G m ma (1)
where G is the universal gravitation constant, m, and m. represent
the masses of the particles and d refers to their linear separation.
We may refer these two mass points to a cartesian coordinate system,
again shown in Figure 1, and define a torque about the origin of
coordinates. This torque is the product of the force computed above
and the perpendicular distance from the origin to the straight line passing
through both m, and m. The magnitude of the torque may be written
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then as
T = Fp (2)
where p now refers to the perpendicular connecting the origin to the
line through m, and m,.
Y2 -""-"" -" m2 (K2 ,7 2)
di
P
Figure 1
If we make use of the coordinate system in which the origin
is considered to be the axis about which we are measuring the torque,
then the expression for the magnitude of the torque becomes the following:
-r ~ - A -Y I~.- - X (3)
or if we now write the force as we did in equation (1), equation (3)
becomes
(4)X;LY I X I Y.L
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To extend this simple analysis to a galactic, or for our
interests, a solar nebula, consider Figure 2. In this case, we define
an imaginary cylindrical wall whose axis is coincident with the origin
of our cartesian coordinate system. We may then investigate what effect,
Figure 2
if any, many discrete bodies of mass mL outside r, have on bodies of
mass mj inside r.. Again, we assume that the thickness of the disc is
such that we may approximate the three dimensional assemblage by a two
dimensional array.
It is well known that if mass points are randomly distributed
about the origin and within the outer circle, and there are enough of
these points so that they approximate a continuum, then we would expect
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that the net gravitational force to be zero on points interior to a
circle of radius r, due to the gravitational attraction of all particles
exterior to r. . In this case, no net torque could exist on the assem-
blage of mass points within r. due to the particles outside. Another
configuration which would also result in no net torque on the mass
particles within r. by those outside would be one where similar mass
points are found at a constant radius, i.e., the mass distribution is
radially symmetric.
If we abandon radial symmetry, however, but continue to
investigate the torquing effect which distributions of mass outside r.
have on those within, interesting results may be found. In particular,
if we investigate an assemblage of particles which has its more massive
members arrayed so as to form two spiral arms much like we witness in
many of the galaxies scattered through space, we find that indeed, the
vector sum of the torques on the particles inside r, , due to those
outside, is not zero. Mathematically, referring to Figure 2 for
definition of the symbols)
0 (5)
If we now convert to our cartesian frame of reference, and
stipulate further that the number of bodies is so large both within
r. and outside r. , that an integral representation has meaning, we may
write
T'fJJ Aq l6
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where we assume that already the z coordinate is eliminated by using I"
and f, defined below, for the density inside and outside r. ,
respectively:
1 (7)
This expression of course implies that we are dealing with an isolated
assemblage in space.
The non-vanishing of Tin, implies, then, a net torque on
the particles inside the cylindrical wall at a radius r, by all those
particles outside; and, conversely, a net torque of the same magnitude
but opposite sense on the particles outside r, , by those within.
Positive torque is defined to have an effect which would cause a particle
to move counter-clockwise. If we define Tout as being the torque on
the outer particles produced by the effects of the gravitational attrac-
tion of the inner particles, it follows mathematically
Tin = - Tout . (8)
Numerical studies of such gravitational torques have been completed
by Starr and Newell (1962) on the spiral galaxy M51. A photographic
image of the galaxy is divided into equal squares by a cartesian
coordinate system. A mass density for each square is assigned on a
scale from 1 to 10 based on the average brightness of the image within
the square. This fairly crude two dimensional mass distribution is
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then used in a finite difference scheme equivalent to equation (5)
and numerically summed on a large computer. The result is the net
torque which the point masses outside an arbitrarily chosen radius
exert on those within.
Results of the study showed that for the instantaneous
distribution of mass which they estimated, torques were produced which,
if maintained over periods comparable to the age of galaxieswould be
important to their dynamic evolution.
The mechanism described above is only one of two to be found
in rotating gaseous clouds which act to redistribute the angular mo-
mentum through gravitational interactions. To clearly illustrate the
second mechanism, it is instructive first to refer to an analogous
process which occurs in the general circulation of the earth's atmosphere.
For many years, it has been apparent that the jet stream
found in mid-latitudes of the earth's atmosphere is supplied enough
angular momentum to counteract the frictional dissipation into the
slower moving environment which one would normally expect in a viscous
medium. Angular momentum is supplied against the local gradient.
The process by which the atmosphere is able to do this requires a
correlation between the zonal and meridional relative velocities of
the wind. The resulting tilted troughs which one sees in the daily and
seasonal synoptic weather charts can act as efficient transporters of
angular momentum from source regions in the equatorial zones to fric-
tional sinks in polar regions.
Starr (1963) has been able to show the close analogy which
exists between motions of an atmosphere on a rotating sphere when
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horizontal pressure gradients drive the wind, and motions which occur
within a rotating gaseous nebula with density gradients as the driving
mechanism. His analysis has shown that with a sufficiently small
Rossby number (ratio of inertial forces to coriolis forces) for the
gaseous disc that simplified equations may be written for the nebular
motions analogous to the geostrophic equations describing atmospheric
flow. The "galactostrophic" equations which Starr derives relate the
relative motions of the gas motions referred to a frame of reference
rotating with the mean angular speed for radius of interest to the
same mean rotational speed and the gradient of the so-called "relative"
gravitational force potential.
To understand what is meant in the preceding paragraph,
consider the following arguments presented by Starr :
If we identify the gravitational potential function / obeying
the equation V7 =f l 6 O , the force on a mass of density P
per unit volume is given by
-. . (9)
The equation of motion then may be written as
Sc - v 5  (10)
where CO would be described as the absolute velocity, i.e., the
velocity seen from an inertial coordinate frame.
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If we again make the assumption that we are dealing with
a flattened disc of material such as would be found in a solar nebula
and apply equation (7) to the density profile in the direction parallel
to the angular velocity vector, then we may assume from now on equation
(10) may be applied in the x-y plane only with little loss in generality.
To bring the analogy of a solar nebula to the terrestrial
atmosphere still closer, let us define a non-inertial reference frame
which travels with the mean rotation of the disc at some constant
radial distance from the spin axis. The y axis of the new frame will be
oriented so that its positive direction points radially inward while
the positive x - axis points along the local direction of rotation
(assumed to be counter-clockwise)
Further, we will define a new relative gravitational force
potential as
3(11)
where
E0 (12)
' being the nebular longitude and 0 the total gravitational force
potential. What we have done is to substract out the general rotational
motion at the radius we are interested in by assuming that the mean
gravitational attraction of a body is balanced by the centrifugal
acceleration at each radius.
The relative equation of motion in the new coordinate frame,
incorporating the above definitions now becomes
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d -e
. 2 X- P ( 1 3 )
where c is the relative velocity and .Ca.Lis the angular velocity vector
at the radius r.
If now we make the assumption that the Rossby number is small
( 0 and we consider the effect of the change of . with I we
may write (13) in component form as follows:
w :. -(14)
v~C -..+n.. (15)
the general galactostrophic equations of motion.
The denominator of the first term in the equation for the
radial speed is seen to differ from the similar term in the tangential
equation. This is a consequence of the dependence of the circular
velocity upon the distance from the axis of rotation. It is apparent
dst.
that for the approximation made above and for small values of r dS,
represents streamlines for the flow.
We may proceed directly from the formulation of the relative
components of motion to the expression which will yield the angular
momentum flux across our previously formulated latitude wall. The
equation for angular momentum per unit area (in our case, with one
suppressed dimension - angular momentum per unit distance around the
latitude wall) is given by
tuv (16)
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The exposition of the two separate processes, above, by
which gravitational forces may redistribute angular momentum within a
closed system allows us to speculate whether such mechanisms might not
be important in the formation of the solar nebula. Already, in spiral
galaxies, the gravitational torques have been shown, if operating alone,
to be capable of moving significant angular momentum radially outward.
However, it has also been shown in Starr (1963) that the advective
process represented by equation (16) works to transport angular
momentum radially inward (analogous to poleward in the atmosphere).
In a calculation again on the spiral galaxry M51, the best estimate for
the magnitude of the advective effects was shown to be within an order
of magnitude of the value computed for the gravitational torques.
However, it is difficult to assess the significance of such calculations
of the advective contribution for several reasons: 1) the mass distri-
bution used to compute the gravitational potential and thus ' in our
equations of relative motion is only roughly approximated by equating
brightness to density. 2) Further, the mass distribution, if known
perfectly, is only approximated by the process of finite differencing
needed in order to make machine computations. 3) We have no knowledge
of what the Reynold's number might be in such a system and thus how
it might affect the motions and their time scales. And 4), equation (16)
was used to compute the advective angular momentum flux, and is itself
only an approximation to the components of the true relative motion.
Even with the limitations mentioned above, it is of value to
apply the same analyses to a hypothetical solar nebula. For such
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calculations, we will assume that the size of the nebula is roughly
the size of the solar system today ~ 40 Astronomical Units (A.U.) in
radius and 1 A.U. in thickness. The asymmetric mass distribution
we will assume takes the form of higher density spiral streaks in the
otherwise homogeneous disc. For the mean rotation at any radius, we
will use in our calculations the circular velocity based on the mass
of the sun. This implies that the sun existed essentially as it does
today. The total mass of the disc will be taken to be 0.1 solar masses.
For the calculations of the gravitational torques which the
mass outside a radial wall has on the mass inside, equation (4) will
be used, where, if the reader will recall
Reference to Figure 3 will help to understand the computational
scheme. The circular periphery of the nebula is approximated by the
outside heavy line. The area inside of this boundary is broken up
into 357 equal sided squares. The squares which do not contain numbers
have a relative mass of 1 and those with numers have relative mass
equal to the number. The radial wall across which we are attempting
to trace the flux of angular momentum is located at one half the
radius of the disc or 20 A.U. and is represented by the inner heavy
line. In Table 1, the results for several different configurations
for spirals is tabulated.
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Figure Reference Radius Mass Ratio No.of Arms Torque s.10 39cgs
3 12 A.U. 2 : 1 2 - 2.35
3 16 A.U. 2 : 1 2 - 0.88
3 20 A.U. 2 : 1 2 - 5.23
4 20 A.U. 2 : 1 2 + 1.48
5 20 A.U. 2 : 1 2 -24.42
6 20 A.U. 2 : 1 3 - 4.17
7 20 A.U. 2 : 1 4 - 7.92
8 20 A.U. 2 : 1 6 - 4.82
Table 1
For Figure 3, the torques have been taken across radial
boundaries of 12, 16 and 20 A.U. The value for the torque at the smallest
radius is probably unreliable because the size of the areas represented
by each mass point becomes comparable to the entire area of interest and
thus computational errors would be likely.
The one positive torque which appears for Figure 4 is not
some peculiarity shown by a tightly wound spiral butumrely reflects the
fact that the sense of the winding is reversed in Figure 4 from all
others.
Several interesting features of the computed torques may
be seen from the table : All of the gravitational torques, if allowed
to operate over some time, would tend to unwind the spiral, a fact found
in the Starr and Newell computations for galaxy M 51 and a result
expected in the light of the gravitational forces involved.
The largest value for the torque exerted on the inside
particles by the outside ones is hown by the distribution of Figure 5,
showing massive arms oriented most closely to a configuration half
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way between tangential and radial; another expected result, since
neither radial nor tangential forces would be effective in transferring
angular momentum across the reference radius.
Figures 9, 10 and 11 represent steps along the way toward
obtaining the galactostrophic equations for the components of the
eddy motions in the nebula.
From the same relative mass distribution used in Figure 3,
the gravitational potential is computed for each set of integral
coordinate points which results from all other mass points. The
equation for the relat ive potential as plotted in Figure 9 is given
for discrete mass points by
(18)
where 01, is the potential (#'is referred to our relative mass dis-
tribution) at the location of the j th particle due to the presence
of all other mass particles in the array. ( g =KO' where K is a
conversion constant to cgs units). Or, in cartesian coordinates,
where the j th particle above is located at (x, yj ) and the i th
particle above is located at (xi, yi) and has a relative mass of
magnitude mL , equation (18) may be rewritten as
Ji A,
This form of the potential equation was programmed on a high speed
computer and the results were plotted and analyzed with the results
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portrayed in Figure 9.
To derive the galactostrophic eddy speeds from which we
may determine the advective contribution to the angular momentum flux
across the reference radius, the following equation was used to compute
the gravitational force potential 4' for the relative system (see
equation 11, and the accompanying discussion) c
where in this case
Z4
da being the value of d' taken at the n th longitude line of Figure 9
at the appropriate radius (20 A.U.).
The result was plotted and a careful analysis resulted in
Figure 10, where the values of the isolines are W' K1'
It was apparent when this analysis was made that many of
the irregularities which appeared in the analysis were due to the
crude approximations necessary for machine computations. Figure 10
was therefore smoothed to produce what is felt to be a more realistic
analysis in Figure 11.
The components of the relative mass velocities were then
determined by using finite difference forms of equations (14) and
(15). The equations resulting were
A T((19)
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V t
where it may be recalled that .CI, was determined to be the circular
velocity at the given radius r. under the influence of the sun's
gravitational force. Sj and Sw were taken to be roughly of the
circumference of the circle at the radius of interest [sE =
slAu.' 17(o-)]. A was computed by assuming the angular speed
was solely a function derived from the balance between the gravitational
attraction of-the sun and the centrifugal force at the given radius.
Under the above assumptions, the following was found
The substitution of this result into equation (20) gives
- 2 64'
v. ----- (21)
and when compared with equation (19) shows that the constants of propor-
tionality, for the tangential and radial components of relative velocity,
differ by a factor of 4. The lines of constant W may not be considered
streamlines under these conditions.
Even though there is a departure from the concept of I rep-
resenting streamlines, the eddy flux of angular momentum may still be
calculated. Knowing u and v at the midpoint between each nebular
longitude at a radius of 20 A.U., allows us to compute this flux by a
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modification of equation (16) in the form
'A . V.,(22)
Longitudinal values for several of the parameters in equation (22)
above, are listed in Appendix II.
The final value arrived at for the angular momentum flux
(in our case angular momentum per second passing across one centimeter
of the imaginary radial wall at 20 A.U.) is
R .4 X o 9* 2NeV (23)
Multiplying this flux by the circumference of the reference
wall we arrive at the following value for the advective angular momentum
transport per unit time
S(zT Y = 5,.o x 1 o i (24)
We may compare this inward transport of angular momentum with
the gravitational torque exerted across the radial wall, which, if
sustained in time, would transfer angular momentum outward. The third
item in Table 1 gives us the desired value of this torque
a qo CM (25)
I PVMNW 10"F* -
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It is difficult to place a great deal of credence with the
crude measurements we have made except on an order of magnitude basis,
especially so for the value obtained for the eddy flux. Huwever, it
is interesting to note that Starr (1963) found the magnitude of the ratio
between the eddy transport and gravitational torque to be
o.38(.--- 0. 233 (26)
And for our case, the same ratio is
S5.0 . (27)
In both cases, the transport is measured across a latitudinal wall one
half the distance from center to edge.
The results above show that for our crude model there is
a slight tendency for the inward eddy flux of angular momentum to
dominate the gravitational torques, drawing angular momentum outward
across the reference radius. This is most likely a misleading conclusion
for several reasons.
It is apparent, after some thought, that the gravitational
torques are only dependent upon the distribution of mass. They act
continuously; they act across gaps in the disc; and they are not
affected by the temperature, physical state or ionization of the gas.
Furthermore, gas, smoke-like particles, or planetesimals will all be
affected identically given the same mass distribution.
On the other hand, the eddy flux is dependent upon the
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components of relative motion in the nebula and their intercorrelations.
Several physical processes which we have so far neglected will act in
varying degress to reduce the magnitude of these eddy speeds. This
will, in turn, reduce the eddy flux of momentum.
The contribution of viscous friction within the nebula
cannot be quantitatively evaluated. Its effect, however, will be to
reduce the eddy speeds. This is one contravening influence.
Also, the simplifying assumptions leading to equations (14)
and (15) have left out not only the accelerations in the fluid but also
the effects of the pressures within the gas making up the nebula. The
inclusion of a pressure term will tend to reduce the eddy speeds also.
Qualitatively, this may be understood by taking a meteoro-
logical view of density centers in the nebula. A region of high density
will act to attract surroundings gas particles because of its increased
gravitational attraction. It will act much like a center of low pres-
sure in the atmosphere toward which air parcels move under the influence
of the pressure gradient force. However, this same region of higher
density will tend toward higher internal gas pressures if we assume it
is at the same temperature as its surroundings. And, its meteorological
analogy would be the high pressure center, out of which air parcels are
driven again because of the pressure gradient force.
In any real physical system, then, these two forces will
oppose each other, i.e. the gravitational potential force -V7 , and
the pressure gradient force -VP. And because we have determined the
eddy speeds solely on the basis of 95 , we can expect in a more exact
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analysis, u and v to be reduced because of the influence of internal
pressure.
Although we cannot prescribe precisely how much u and v
will be reduced by the effects described above, we may discuss the
implications of such reductions.
For the purposes of such a discussion, let us assume that
the eddy velocities in the disc are reduced by 25 percent. Because
of the cross product of u and v in the eddy flux equation (22), this
results in a reduction of the angular momentum transport by this mode
to (0.75 x 0.75) = 56 percent of its presently computed magnitude.
Thus,
where A! is the estimated angular momentum flux across the latitude
ring at . with the 25% reduction in the eddy velocities included.
The difference between A' and AT , the gravitational torque,
is now
To gain a better feel for the magnitude of the transports
which we have computed, it is useful to evaluate what periods of time
are involved in redistributing significant quantities of angular
momentum.
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39 2 -2
If we take 2 x 10 gm cm sec for the order of magnitude of
52 2
the combined processes outlined above and the figure of 4 x 10 gm cm
sec~ for the total angular momentum in the solar nebula, which is
Hoyle's 1960 figure increased by one order of magnitude (since we have
assumed 10 times the mass which Hoyle assumed for the solar nebula), then
we find the following order of magnitude for the time to transport such
an amount of angular momentum across the latitude wall of interest :
L ( X 10 V .4 ) o 1 C (28)
or 
% ec.
This time is approximately 106 years, roughly an order of magnitude
shorter in time than the 1014 seconds which Hoyle assumes in his
magnetic theory.
At best, however, knowing no more than we do about the
physical conditions which existed when our solar system evolved, the
above comparison shows only that the mechanism we have outlined could
have been as important as other modes now in fashion. It remains for
further theoretical and observational work to affirm or deny the role
which gravitational influences played in the distribution of angular
momentum during the formation of our solar system.
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APPENDIX I- CONSTANTS AND CONVERSIONS
1) 357 squares in a block diagram of the nebula.
2) Total mass of nebula = 0.1 Me - 10~1 A 2 K1O33 - 2 X 1032 gis
2 X1032
3) 1 mass unit for 2 armed, thin, open, 2:1 spiral 2 388 gms
- 5.2 X1029 0.5 K 10 gm/mass unit
4) Astro. Unit 1.5 x 10 13cm.
5) Distance between concentric circles = 4 A.U.
6) Sx =&y at latitude 20 A.U. - 5.2 A.U. - (5.2 X 1.5 X10 13 cm) -7.8 X1013cm
-9
7) W at 20 A.U. 2.2 tl0~ /sec
8) d at 20 A.U. -1 X 10-23/cm sec
dr d -10
9) At 20 A.U. r - -1.5 K10 /sec
10) Relative grav.pot. for 1 square
7-;- -total value from 70.90 program.
11) Conversion from #'to absolute potential #
92
0.55 x 10 9 cm2
sec2
2
- 0.55 109 cm
sec 2
12) Factor 2..2.92 6 10 sc
13) Conversion from SY'to ul :
u= (1.60 X103)5+'c sec
14) Similar conversion to u' may be used for v' because
d- .
dr -2
2 S-3.4, 10
3
15) G w 6.7 X 10-8 cmgm sec
A-2
APPENDIX II - TABULATION OF ADVECTIVE PARAMETERS
Table 1
Between
_ongitudes Sly' x 10 u I \4'1' x 1o 4 v x o (3 V X oc
1 - 2 - 3.5 - 0.56 + 4.0 + 0.64 2.32 - .36
2 - 3 - 1.0 - 0.16 + 2.0 + 0.32 2.32 - .051
3 - 4 0 0 + 2.5 + 0.40 2.32 0
4 - 5 + 0.5 0 0 0 2.32 0
5 - 6 + 3.0 + 0.48 - 2.0 - 0.32 2.32 - .15
6 - 7 + 4.5 + 0.72 - 3.5 - 0.56 2.32 - 0.40
7 - 8 + 4.0 + 0.64 - 8.5 - 1.36 2.32 - 0.87
8 - 9 + 3.5 + 0.56 - 8.5 - 1.36 4.64 - 0.76 x 2
9 - 10 + 2.5 + 0.40 - 6.0 - 0.96 2.32 - 0.38
10 - 11 - 4.5 - 0.72 + 1.5 + 0.24 2.32' - 0.17
11 - 12 - 6.5 - 1.04 + 8.5 + 1.36 2.32 - 1.42
12 - 13 - 8.0 - 1.28 + 7.0 + 1.12 2.32 - 1.43
13 - 14 - 4.5 - 0.72 + 6.0 + 0.96 2.32 - 0.69
14 - 15 - 1.5 - 0.24 + 2.5 + 0.40 2.32 - 0.096
15 - 16 0 0 + 2.0 + 0.32. 2.32 0
16 - 17 - 3.5 - 0.56 0 0 2.32 0
17 - 18 - 1.0 - 0.16 - 3.0 - 0.48 2.32 + 0.077
18 - 19 0 0 + 3.0 + 0.48 2.32 0
19 - 20 + 6.5 + 1.04 -10.5 - 1.68 2.32 - 1.75
20 - 21 + 5.0 + 0.80 - 4.0 - 0.64 4.64 - 0.51 x 2
21 - 22 + 2.5 + 0.40 - 7.0 - 1.12 2.32 - 0.45
22 - 23 - 4.0 - 0.64 + 2.0 + 0.32 2.32 - 0.024
23 - 24 - 7.0 - 1.12 + 8.5 + 1.36 2.32 - 1.52
24 - 1 - 7.5 - 1.20 + 7.5 + 1.20 2.32 - 1.44
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